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CHAPTER-1 
INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The study of pions plays a central role in understanding the nuclear forces and 
the dynamics of strong interactions. Pions are unstable pseudoscalar isovector 
particles with three charged states. These are produced in electromagnetic, weak 
and strong interactions. The electromagnetic pion production is induced by 
photons, electrons and pions through the following processes. 
7 4- p —>• p + TT" 
7 + p —> n + TT"^  
7 + n —> n + 7r° 
7 + n —>• p + 7r~ 
(1.1) 
e + p—>e + p + ;r° 
e + p—^e + n + TT'^ 
e + n—^e + n + TT^  
e + n - ^ e + p + 7r~ 
(1.2) 
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The weak pion production is induced by charged and neutral weak currents. The 
pion production processes induced by weak charged currents are 
I// + n -> /~ + p + 7r° 
fj + n -> /" + n + Tr"*" 
Vl + P ^ l"^ + P + TX~ 
ui+p -^ l'^ + n + -K^ 
i7j + n —> /+ + n + 7r~ 
While the pion production processes induced by weak neutral currents are 
I'l + p ^ i/j + p + 7r° 
I'j + p -4 fj + n + TT"*" 
i^ i + n —>• i/j + n + 7r° 
vi + n —^ vi + p + ix~ 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
Vl+p-^ Ul+p + -K^ 
/7i + p -> i/j + n + TT"*" 
Ui + n -> Ul + p + TT' 
The strong interaction induced pion processes are 
p + p - > p + p +7r° 
p + p - ^ p + n + TT"*" 
p + n - > p + p +7r~ 
p + n - > p + n +7r° 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
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(1.8) 
TT"^  + P —^  TT"*" 4- p 
TT" + p —>• TT" + p 
7r~ + p - f 7r° + n 
7r° + p ->• 7r° 4- p 
7r° + p —>^  TT"*" -f n 
TT"*" + n - ^ TT"*" + n 
7r+ + n -)• 7r° + p 
7r~ 4- n -> TT" + n 
7r° + n - 4 7r° + n 
7r° + n -> 7r~ + p 
Historically the electromagnetic and strong pion production reactions (1.1,1.2) 
and (1.7,1.8) were studied first due to availability of photon, electron, proton and 
pion beams [1-12]. In the early sixties when the neutrino beams became available 
at CERN, ANL, BNL and SKAT collaboration [1,13-28], the neutrino induced 
reactions (1.3,1.6) were also studied. These reactions have now become very 
important in the analysis of neutrino oscillation experiments [29]. 
The pion production processes, specially the process induced by photons, elec-
trons, protons and pions are important tools to study the pion nucleon strong 
interaction dynamics. This is due to the experimental advantage in having a well 
defined, well collimated and theoretically well studied photon, electron, proton 
and pion beams at these accelerators. This makes it possible to make very precise 
measurements and obtain various observable quantities with good accuracy. Out 
of these processes photon and electron induced pion processes are better suited to 
study the pion nucleon strong interaction physics due to electromagnetic interac-
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tion in the entrance channel which is well described by quantum electrodynamics 
(QED) using perturbation theory. The analysis of proton and pion induced strong 
interaction processes is further complicated and become model dependent due 
to presence of strong interaction in the entrance channel where nonperturbative 
methods have to be used. 
The study of weak pion production processes is an interesting subject in itself, 
but the recent interest in the weak pion production due to their importance in the 
neutrino oscillation experiments has started considerable activities in this field. 
The methodology is to obtain the theoretical information about the final state 
pion nucleon system in a given kinematic region from the electromagnetic and 
strong interaction by fitting the available data in these processes and use this 
information to calculate the weak pion production. 
In the low and intermediate energy region the pion production is known to 
be dominated by the production of A resonance in the / = 3/2, J = 3/2 
channel. The pion production process is dominated by the reaction 7 + p —> 
A"*" —> p + 7r°(n7r'*') and similar reactions with other projectiles like electrons, 
neutrinos, pions and protons. There is considerable amount of work on these 
processes in the field of photo and electroproduction of pions from nucleons. 
The two basic approaches of quark model and effective Lagrangian models are 
used to describe these process on nuclsons. Both approaches give a satisfactory 
description of these processes in terms of some parameters which are determined 
phenomenologically [30-56]. 
When the pion production processes take place in nuclei, additional model de-
pendence, comes due to the strong interaction of pions with the nuclear medium 
in which it is produced [46-49]. This can be effectively described by modifying 
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the A properties in the medium. This has been extensively described in literature 
in the case of electromagnetic interactions induced by photons and electrons, and 
in strong interactions induced by pions and protons. The experimental [46-49] 
study of these processes in nuclei provides an unique tool to study the properties 
of pion nucleus interactions and the behavior of pions in the nuclear medium. 
There have been many calculation of these processes in literature, but the mod-
els based on A dominance has been quite successful. The A dominance of pion 
production in the intermediate energy range has led to the formulation of A-hole 
model in which the external probe excites a nucleon in the Fermi sea to a delta 
thus creating a A-hole state in the nucleus. There are sophisticated microscopic 
models to describe the A-hole interactions in terms of A-spreading potential or 
A-hole self energy using many body theory of nucleus and its excitations [57-
78]. An equivalent simpler approach to calculate the A self energy has also been 
developed in local density approximation which gives a reasonable description of 
pion production induced by photons, electrons, pions and protons [79-84]. 
In nuclear pion production there are two types of processes, known as coherent 
production of pion and incoherent production of pions depending upon the final 
state of the nucleus. If the final nucleus stays in the ground state after the 
pion production then, the process is known as the coherent pion production. 
On the other hand, if the final nucleus goes to excited state which decays to 
ground state by further emission of particles and/or radiation, accompanied by 
pion production, then the process is known as incoherent production. Both these 
processes have been extensively discussed in the literature. As a result of these 
studies, it is known that the mass and width of A resonance is modified due to 
the process like AiViV —>• NN, ^NN —^  NNN and A —y NTT taking place in 
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the nuclear medium. The modified mass and width of A is used in calculations 
of the processes taking place in nuclear medium. 
In the above introduction, we have presented the relevance and importance 
of pion production processes at low and intermediate energies which contribute 
significantly to our understanding of pion nucleon interactions and pion nucleus 
dynamics. In the present dissertation, we present some of the basic ingredients 
to describe the electromagnetic and weak production of pions and apply it to 
study the coherent production of pions from nuclei. The main emphasis in this 
work is to understand the mechanism of electromagnetic pion production from 
nucleons and nuclei and apply it to the weak production from nucleons and nuclei 
induced by neutrinos in an effective Lagrangian theory. The primary interest is 
to apply the results obtained here in future to the analysis of neutrino oscillation 
experiments in the region of atmospheric neutrinos where considerable number 
of pions are produced. 
The plan of the dissertation is following. 
In chapter 2., we briefly describe the unified theory of electromagnetic and 
weak interactions and discuss the Weinberg-Salam-Glashow Lagrangian giving 
various couplings for the electron, neutrino and nucleons. Using this Lagrangian 
and the couplings we discuss in chapter 3., the electromagnetic and weak pro-
duction of pions in the effective Lagrangian formalism. We first write explicitly 
the effective Lagrangian for the electromagnetic and weak production of pions 
and then write expressions for the matrix elements corresponding to the lowest 
order non vanishing Feynman diagrams contributing to the processes of pion 
production. 
In chapter 4., we have taken up the coherent production of pions induced by 
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photons and neutrinos. In this chapter we also discuss the final state interaction 
of the produced pion where the pion is absorbed. This is done using the Eikonal 
approximation [85-86]. In this chapter we discuss in detail the case of weak 
production of pions induced by charged and neutral current processes. 
In chapter 5., we present ours results and discussion. We also outline the 
future plan of our work in this chapter. 
• lie* 
CHAPTER-2 
THEORY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC 
AND 
WEAK INTERACTIONS 
Chapter 2 
THEORY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC AND 
WEAK INTERACTIONS 
2.1 Introduction 
Historically the developments in understanding of weak interactions began 
with the observation of y9-decay of nuclei and theoretical attempts to understand 
these processes. Fermi's theory of ;9-decay using the postulate of neutrino by 
Pauli was formulated as the current-current interaction, modeled in analogy with 
the electromagnetic interaction. The experimental discovery of neutrino and 
the experimental confirmation of the parity violation in weak interactions led to 
the generalization of Fermi's theory to the V-A current-current theory of weak 
interactions [87-88]. The V-A theory was very successful in describing the weak 
interactions at low energies but ran into difficulties at higher energies. This is 
because the theory was not re-normalizable, and leads to infinities at sufficiently 
high energies. Attempts to solve these difficulties led to the standard model 
which unified the electromagnetic and weak forces into one basic interaction, 
8 
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called the electroweak interaction [89-91]. In the following we describe briefly 
the essential ideas of the electromagnetic interactions, weak interactions and the 
unified electroweak theory. 
2.2 Electromagnetic Interactions 
The electromagnetic interaction of the charged particles is described by quantum 
electrodynamics(QED). In quantum electrodynamics, the interaction Lagrangian 
is given by [88,92] 
Cem = -eJa{x,t)A''{x,t) (2.1) 
where A'^{x,t) is the four-vector electromagnetic potential and eja{x,t) is the 
electromagnetic current density associated with the field ip of the charged parti-
cles. 
ja(^,i) = V'7a^ (2.2) 
The various quantum electrodynamics processes are calculated in perturbation 
theory using this Lagrangian. Using this Lagrangian the Feynman diagram for 
the interaction of electron with photon in the first order is given as 
where, e is the charge of the particle. The non-vanishing contribution to the 
various processes like coulomb scattering, Compton scattering, pair annihilation, 
creation etc. comes from the second order diagrams. For example the lowest 
order diagram contributing to the Compton scattering is shown as: 
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\ 
^ Direct Exchange 
Similarly the electron-proton scattering is described using this Lagrangian and 
leads to the following diagram in the second order 
where the blob represents that the nucleons are not the point particles. The 
matrix element of the diagram using the Lagrangian in Eq.(2.1) is given by 
—iM = {iej'^) -i-giiv {—ieJi,) (2.3) 
showing the electromagnetic interaction mediated by photon in terms of the 
vector current where q = p' — p and the electron and proton transition currents 
are respectively 
f = ^{k')j''<lf{k) (2.4) 
and 
J. = ^(p') .Ou F.{q'h. + r^F,{q')q, ^V{p) (2.5) 
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where Fiiq"^) and ^2(9^) are Dirac and Pauli form factors. 
2.3 Weak Interactions 
The theory of weak interaction was originally formulated by Fermi for j3-decay 
process i.e., n—)-p+e~+i7e in complete analogy with the quantum electrodynam-
ics. In this theory the interaction Lagrangian is written as [88,92] 
C = G {J^J^^) + h.c (2.6) 
where the electromagnetic potential A°'{x, t) in Eq.(2.1) is replaced by the charge 
changing leptonic weak current given as 
J^ = VieT^V'.. (2-7) 
and the electromagnetic current is replaced by the charge changing hadronic 
weak current as 
J^ = i>plai>n (2.8) 
The coupling strength is replaced by the strength G, where the Fermi coupling 
constant G is calculated from the observed rate of /?-decay and is found to be 
[92] 
G = 1.03 X 10-^171-2 
= (1.16632 ±0.00004) x lO'^GeV^d^ 
The theory explains the allowed Fermi ;9-decay of nuclei and was later extended 
to include the Gamow Teller transitions. This is done by replacing the vector 
hadronic current in Eq.(2.8) by axial-vector current. With the discovery of parity 
violation in ^-decay and the helicity of neutrino [93] along with observations 
made on the polarization of the outgoing electron and the recoil nucleus, the 
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formulation of the theory of ^-decay was completed which is known as V-A theory 
of weak interaction. This theory considers the weak interaction Lagrangian as an 
interaction Lagrangian of leptonic current and hadronic current and is written as 
A„,(f,0 = ^Jai£,t)r\S,t) + h.c (2.9) 
The current Ja{x,t) consist of a leptonic and a hadronic part: 
Ja{x,t) = jl{x,t) + J^{x,t) (2.10) 
where 
Ji,(f,f) = l/ie7a(l-75)l/'.e (2-11) 
^a(^.*)=V'p7a(l-75)V'n (2.12) 
The theory was later extended by Cabibbo [94] to take into account the AS = 1 
decays of strange particles which were found to be suppressed by a factor of 
about 20 with respect to AS = 0 decays. This was achieved by introducing 
an extra parameter 6c known as Cabibbo angle in the theory and modifying the 
hadronic current defined in Eq.(2.12) as 
Ja{S,t) = J^^^=°(f,f)cos0c + J^^^=H^,i)sin^c ,^  ^„, 
(21>j) 
= '0p7a( l - 75)^ ^11 COS Oc + ? / 'P7Q(1 - 75)i/'n sin Oc 
The theory in this form is known as phenomenological theory of weak interactions 
and describes most of the known weak interaction phenomena at low energies. 
At high energies the theory suffers from some drawbacks such as: 
(i) It has bad high energy behavior, in the sense that the higher order calculations 
of measurable quantities yield repetitive and uncontrollable infinities or in other 
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words, the theory in not re-nornnalizable. 
(ii) The theory had no explanation for the neutral current processes (AQ=0, A S = l ) 
which were observed later on. 
A somewhat improved situation is obtained by introducing a massive interme-
diate vector bosons(IVB). Then the interaction Lagrangian (2.9) is replaced by 
one in which the current Ja{x,t) couples directly to a massive spin-one vector 
boson i.e: 
Cint ^ 9 [jaWa + JIW^) (2.14) 
But it does not lead to a re-normalizable theory. This is because the massive 
vector propagator, for a boson of mass Mw, has the form 
"" ^ <ll + Ml, (^ -^ ^^  
and thus for large momentum, it is not sufficiently damped. Various attempts 
were made to make the theory re-normalizable. The theory which \s re-normalizable 
[95] and describes the weak processes at all energies is the theory which unifies 
the electromagnetic and weak interactions. This theory is used to describe all 
the weak and electromagnetic phenomena and is outlined below. 
2.4 Unified Theory of Weak and Electromagnetic 
Interactions 
2.4.1 The Gauge Theories 
Difficulties of the conventional theory are mainly due to its non-renormalizability. 
We outline the main features of the gauge theories, showing how renormalization 
is achieved in such theories. 
The formulation of the re-normalizable theories which unify the weak and 
electromagnetic interactions rest upon the implementation of the general ideas 
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and elegant theorems of local gauge invariance and spontaneous symmetry break-
ing. The first idea is the demand that the theory be invariant under local gauge 
transformations. This introduces in a natural manner, the vector mesons, which 
are ultimately identified with the photon and the intermediate vector bosons of 
the weak interactions. The general problem of constructing theories which are 
invariant under local gauge group was solved by Yang & Mills [96]. Furthermore 
it is also necessary to introduce the kinetic terms for the gauge field into the 
theory. The underlying gauge invariance, however, prevents the appearance of 
masses for these gauge fields. 
The second important idea, which ultimately solves the problem is 'spon-
taneous symmetry breaking' (that the global/local gauge invariance of the La-
grangian is preserved and only the vacuum state is no longer invariant) to preserve 
the renormalizability of the theory. The most efficient way to do is to introduce 
into the theory the scalar fields whose self interaction causes them to have non-
vanishing vacuum expectation values. When the scalar field are replaced by their 
vacuum expectation values, these terms will generate mass terms for the gauge 
fields. 
The idea of spontaneous symmetry breaking can not alone solve the prob-
lem fully. Then comes the Goldstone theorem, which says that in any broken 
symmetry theory, in which there is a manifest Lorentz invariance, there must 
exit massless and spin less particles called 'Goldstone bosons'. The mechanism 
through which we can avoid the presence of the unwanted Goldstone bosons is 
known as Higgs mechanism [97]. 
The fact that the renormalizability of the original massless Yang-Mills theories 
is preserved inspite of spontaneous symmetry breaking was finally proved by the 
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works of 't Hooft and many others, and has placed the gauge theories on sound 
theoretical footing. 
We have illustrated in a simple context the three steps to be followed in the 
construction of gauge model of the weak and electromagnetic interactions, 
(i) An invariance group of the weak and electromagnetic interaction is selected 
and the representation of fermions (leptons and quarks) under the group, 
(ii) Making the invariance local by introducing gauge fields, 
(iii) Break the invariance spontaneously so that some or all the gauge fields 
acquire masses. 
We now present the realistic model of the weak and electromagnetic interactions 
as formulated by Weinberg, Salam and Glashow [89-91]. 
2.4.2 Weinberg-Salam Model 
The model which was historically the first to incorporate these ideas in an attempt 
to unify the weak and electromagnetic interactions was due to Weinberg and 
Salam in late 1960's, based on spontaneously broken gauge field theories. 
The model is constructed on the basis of an underlying symmetry SU{2) x 
(7(1) gauge group, where the two symmetry groups are SJ7(2)i,(Weak isospin) 
and f/(l)(Weak hypercharge). We first consider the model in its purely leptonic 
form where the left-handed components of electron and its neutrino transformed 
as an SU{2) doublet while the right-handed component of the electron was taken 
as an SU{2) singlet. A similar choice is made for the muon and its neutrino. 
Thus under the 5(7(2) piece of S(7(2) x [ / ( I ) the leptons transforms as 
L = I ' M , 1 '''' 1 ' R = ^R^ fR> 
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Here the notations L and R stands for helicity projections as 
0 ^ = 2 ( 1 + 75)0; aR = - ( l - 7 5 ) a 
This completes the specification of the weak charged current. The transforma-
tion properties of the leptons under C/(l) are arranged to incorporate electro-
magnetism is given by the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation for electric charge 
Q = T^ + Y (2.16) 
where T^ is the third component of the SU{2) generators T* and Y(hypercharge) 
is the C/(l) generator. 
The above choices for the lepton fields guarantee that the weak SU{2) cur-
rents written as 
J^ = ^{Jl±iJl) (2.17) 
are proportional to the usual charge-raising and lowering weak current of the 
leptons. Since is a doublet under SU{2) we have 
e 
J^ = -7^[Llf^r±L] where T± = 2 '^^ ^ ^ "^^ 2) (2.18) 
and Tj's are the usual Pauli matrices. Thus 
•^ /T = 2~/f ^'''''''^^ ~ ^^"^^ ~^ ^^^'^^^ raising (2.19) 
Ji^ = ITff^i'^ ~ 75)'^ e -> charge lowering (2.20) 
From Eq.(2.16) we can have the electromagnetic current given by the linear 
combination of the third component of the weak isospin current J^ and weak 
hypercharge currentJj as 
jr = 4+Ji (2.21) 
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Our next step towards the construction of the model is to introduce three gauge 
vector mesons W'^ associated with SU{2)L and one, B^, associated with t / ( l ) y . 
Evidently, the Lagrangian for the model may be written as 
J U gauge + ^leptonsi (2.22) 
where the Cgauge contains the kinetic part and self interaction of the vector 
mesons given as 
4 z^ '' 4 ' I^gauge = —.Wl^W'^^' - -B.^B^'' (2.23) 
and the field strength tensors for SU{2)L and C/(l)y gauge fields respectively 
are 
Wl, = d^Wi - d^Wl + ge'^'W^Wl; (2.24) 
B^v = dfiBt, — d„Bfi (2.25) 
The leptonic piece gives the interactions between leptons and gauge fields written 
as 
Cupion = LiY{d^ + i | f • W^ - i^B^)L + m^id^ - ig'B^)R (2.26) 
The coupling constant for the weak-isospin group 5^(2) is called g, and the 
coupling constant for the weak-hypercharge group C/(l) is denoted as g'/2. 
The theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions described by the La-
grangian (2.22) is not a satisfactory one, for two obvious reasons. It contains 
four massless gauge bosons {W^,W'^,W^,B), where nature has but one, the 
photon. In addition, the global SU{2) invariance forbids the mass term for the 
electron. Our task is to modify the theory so that there will remain only a single 
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conserved quantity (the electric charge) corresponding to one massless gauge 
boson (the photon), and the electron will acquire a mass. 
To accomplish these things, we explore the mechanism of symmetry breaking 
by introducing a complex Higgs doublet as 
, = [ * ; ) (2.27) 
made up of positively charged and neutral components given as 
4>^ = ^{<f>i + i4>2) (t>'= ^ { h + i<t>^) (2.28) 
Then we add to the Lagrangian a scalar term which gives the Higgs scalar's self 
interaction and the scalar vector meson interaction 
Cscalar = {D^4>)\D^<f) - V{<i>^) (2.29) 
where the covariant derivative is 
D^ = 9^ + i | r • W^, - i^B^ (2.30) 
and the Higgs potential is 
V{cf>^4>) = A^^4>) + \X\{<P^<l>)\ A > 0 (2.31) 
Now we want to break SU{2) x t / ( l ) spontaneously down to L'^(l) with the 
surviving (7(1) being associated with electromagnetism. Assuming fj? < 0, one 
component of <p develops a non-zero vacuum expectation value. Let us take the 
non vanishing vacuum expectation value of the scalar field as 
\ 
/here v = ^-fj?/\X\ (2.32) ( 0 
< 0 >o= 
\v/V2 
wr 
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Thus the symmetry is spontaneously broken. Our choice implies that out of 
four group generators f, and Y break the symmetry of the vacuum, only the 
combination Q leaves the vacuum invariant. Recall that the would be Goldstone 
boson is associated with every generator of the gauge group that does not leave 
the vacuum invariant and we have to eliminate these unwanted Goldstone bosons. 
We next expand the Lagrangian about the minimum of the Higgs potential 
V by writing 
0 = eV"^) ^ (2.33) 
and transforming at once to U-gauge through which we can eliminate the un-
wanted Goldstone bosons 
/ 0 \ iC ' T (f)-^ <f)' = exp \ — - — 1 <f> = 
\{v + r])/y/2 
(2.34) 
In order to clarify how the masses of these gauge bosons appear we simply put 
the above expansion in the Lagrangian. The scalar term in the Lagrangian now 
reads 
,2 
(2.35) 
plus the interaction terms. 
where M^ = - 2 ^ ^ > 0; is the physical Higgs boson. If we define the charged 
gauge fields 
W^ = ^{W'^±W'^) (2.36) 
then the term proportional to g'^v^ gives the mass term for the charged vector 
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bosons as 
Mw± = ^gv (2.37) 
Now we say that the W^ and B^ field mix to form two new fields, the Z^ and 
Aft, that can be identified as the Z° and 7 (photon) bosons respectively. Finally, 
defining the orthogonal combinations as 
Z^ = l[9W'^-g'B^] and A„ = l[g'W'^ + gB„] (2.38) 
where g = yfg^ + g'^. We find that neutral intermediate boson has acquired a 
mass 
Mzo = -vg (2.39) 
and the field A^ remains a massless gauge boson. 
Introducing a weak mixing angle 6w to parametrize the mixing of the neutral 
gauge bosons, with the definition g' = gt&adw, Eq. (2.38) may be written as 
Z^ = -B^ sin Ow + W^ cos Ow and A^ = B,, cos Ow + W^ sin Ow (2.40) 
which may be inverted to yield 
B,t = A,t cos Ow - Zf, sin Ow, W^ = A^ sin Ow + Z^, cos Qw (2.41) 
The basic interaction term between the symmetry currents and the gauge fields 
is given as 
J^int=9W;jl + gXJ^ (2.42) 
Using Eq.(2.21) we get 
^int = gV/lJl + g%{r;^ - Jl) (2.43) 
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The interaction Lagrangian must contain the usua) electromagnetic interaction 
part as 
Cem = eA^j;"', (2.44) 
where v4^  is photon field. Using Eq.(2.41) the relation (2.43) becomes 
jC-.nt = 9{W;^J;: + W;;J+) + Z^[g cos 9,yJl - g'sin BwJ';^ + g'sin O^J^^] 
+A^[gsin OwJ^ + g' cosOwJ^"" - g' cos OwJ^] 
(2.45) 
Now for the photon piece of Eq.(2.45) to be of the standard form (2.43), it 
follows that 
g sin 6]v = g' cos 9w = e, e = g sin 9\v cos 9^ 
(2.46) 
or o = . ^„ > e, g' = —%— > e 
indicating that the interactions of all gauge fields are determined by the electric 
charge e and one parameter, called the Weinberg angle 9w- With this unification 
we may rewrite the interaction Lagrangian as 
Cint = eA^j;"^ + z^. .^ iJl - sin'9wJ;n + -r^[w;^J;; + H^;j;i 
V__LJL / sin ^H^ cos V^V^  ^ ^ sin9w 
> ^ ' > ^ ' 
(2.47) 
em N.C Weak N.C Weak C.C 
The Eq.(2.47) shows that the interaction contains the weak charge-changing 
current, a weak neutral current, and the electromagnetic neutral current. The 
weak neutral current 
j ; ^ = Jl - sinHwJ^ (2-48) 
which couples to Z^^, connects the weak and electromagnetic currents in the 
model. 
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Also Eq.(2.47) represent a phenomenological model of the weak interaction. 
Indeed the mass of the W^ fields must be such that the effective Lagrangian ob-
tained by exchanging W's among charged currents should reduce at low momen-
tum transfer to the phenomenological current-current form. Then for M^ > q^ 
with q^ being the four-momentum transfer we identify the coupling constants as 
^ = ^ giving „=(G.V2) -» .246GeV 
By using the formula 
(2.49) 
we obtain 
8Mw 
^^ = ym 
GF J 2 
p ) sin 6w 
47rQ! 
w 
(2.50) 
sint/vf — 
(2.51) 
Mz = 7 ^ ^ = ^^^ > YA.eGeV 
cos 0w sin 26w ~ 
Thus the theory implies very large lower limits for Mz and Mw The feebleness 
of the Weak interactions at low energies in this laid to the large mass of the 
intermediate bosons, and not to an intrinsically small coupling constant. 
Furthermore, we may also use the Higgs mechanism to give mass to the 
electron and to the muon. For this a Yukawa coupling of leptons and scalars is 
introduced. Clearly a term in which the electron interacts with the Higgs mesons, 
'Yukawa 
-a (i/g, e ) r <^^eK-I-eR</> 
v^ (2.52) 
We spontaneously break the symmetry and substitute 
^ (2.53) 
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into Eq.(2.52), then the Lagrangian becomes 
r - r (^  + ^ )/^- ^ - ^ -^« - ^^ - m KA\ 
t^Yukawa - -(^e /^(eiCfl + eRCL) = —j^Vet /=77€e ( 2 . 5 4 ) 
So the electron has acquired a mass mg = Gevl\/2. Note that v is a large 
mass and thus the coupling of the Higgs meson to the electron (or to fermions 
in general) is very weak. 
We turn now to the incorporation of the hadronic weak currents in the model. 
In terms of quark degrees of freedom it is written as the charged hadronic weak 
current. 
J^i = dj^il - 75)1* cos9c + s7/i(l - 75)^ sin 9c (2.55) 
Incorporation of the current (2.52) into the SU{2) x f / ( l ) model is simple. One 
just assign the quarks as follows under the weak SU{2) group: 
\ 
d cos 9c + s sin dc j 
However, besides the charged currents we may also compute the weak neutral 
current. Since 
j ; ^ = Jl - sm'9cJr (2.57) 
we see that J^'^ will contain a piece which mixes the d and s quarks: 
J^c ^ _ (^dL^^^SL + SL^TM^i) sin 9c cos 9c + (2.58) 
giving the possibility for the strangeness changing neutral currents. But the ex-
perimental fact that AS=1, AQ=0 current are suppressed by several order of 
magnitude giving rise the problem that must be taken into account in incorpo-
rating hadrons into the theory. 
, WR, dR, SR (2.56) 
L 
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The simplest way to implement this idea is to introduce an extra quark degree 
of freedom and an extra weak doublet. This is the Glashow-llioupolos and Maiani 
(G.I.M) scheme [98]. That is, one has 
^ = , CR under SU{2) x U{1) (2.59) 
I scos^c - dsin^c / 
The new doublet adds new piece to the charged currents and modifies, the neutral 
current. It is easy to see that (2.55) gets modified by 
Jf^ = -^7^(1 - 75)csm0c + 57^(1 - IslccosOc (2.60) 
More importantly, the real reason for the invention of this new quark called 
charmed (c) quark, is that the weak neutral current now has no lowest order, 
strangeness-changing piece. We have 
= 2 [^Lj^^L - dL^di,] + [cLliiCL - 5jr 7^SL] - sm^ecJ^^ (2.61) 
The GIM mechanism was later extended to three families, with six quark flavours. 
2.4.3 Vertex Factors in Electroweak Interaction 
The vector and axial-vector couplings, Cy and CA are determined in the standard 
model [99]. Their values are 
Cl = T] - 2sm''9wQf (2.62) 
C{ = Tf (2.63) 
where Tf and Qf are respectively, the third component of the weak isospin and 
the charge of the fermions f. The value of Cv and CA are listed in table below. 
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/ \ / \ / \ 7 \ / \ / \ / \ 
W^(W) 
- l e (^ Y^ 
7fY^i-(i^5) 
Table: The Z -^ ff vertex Factors, in the Standard model (with sin^^w = 
0.234). 
f 0/ cT cU 
J^. I^/i 
e~, / i " 
u, c 
d. s 
0 
- 1 
2 
! 
? 
L2_ 
- | + 2sin2^w ~ -0.03 
w 0.19 
- I + \sm'^9w ^ -0.34 
With the help of above vertex factors and couplings listed in the table we can 
write the electromagnetic and weak quark currents. In terms of quarks the elec-
tromagnetic current is written as with charges Q^ = + | and Qd = <?« = - 5 (in 
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units of e). 
= •^i^u'fi>u-l{-^d7''^d + -^sj''i^s) (2.64) 
In the same way we have the weak quark current consisting of charged cur-
rent(CC) and neutral current(NC) with their hadronic and leptonic parts. Con-
sidering the case of neutrino elastic scattering one finds the leptonic weak quark 
current as 
•^/cp.iy = '^lep,NC + ^lepjCC (2.65) 
where the charged current and neutral current is 
^IvflC = ^ ,^7*^(1 - 75)V'i + h.c (2.66) 
^lv,nc = \^u{f{\ - 75)V'., (2.67) 
The hadronic weak current is 
•^hady/ = Jhad,NC + '^had,CC (2.68) 
The charged current part is given by 
_ 11 y (^ 
Jhad,CC = i^ul^il - 75)T/'d' + ' 
• d'^s' J 
+ h.c (2.69) 
The neutral current with appropriate hadronic and axial vector current are 
Jv,NC = 2 (^ ~ gSin'^w) ^.YA - 2 ( l - gSin'^w) {^dl^ipd + ^sYi^s) 
(2.70) 
JA,NC = 2^1PuYl5-f!^u-1pdl'"nf5'tpd-Al'"l5''Ps + 1pcYl5A) (2.71) 
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Let us recapitulate the structure of what we may call the minimal, or standard, 
gauge model of the weak and electromagnetic interactions. The gauge group is 
SU{2)i X U{1)Y and the lepton and quarks assignments under the weak SU{2) 
group is given by 
Leptons : L = "0 , R = eR, p,R, 
Quarks : ML = u 
d cos 6c + s sin 9c , 
, WH, dji, SR 
^ = I I , CH 
s cos 9c — d sin 9c 
We have now the Lagrangian of weak and electromagnetic interactions in the 
so-called unitary gauge. Let us summarize the physical meanings of the terms 
involved. 
C = Ccaugt + ^Lepton + ^-'Scalar + ^Yukawa (2.72) 
where the different pieces are written as follows: 
•'Gauge = -\WLW''"'-\B^^B^"' HU HU^ 
-.9^ ,rr , :9 Ciertan = liY d, + i%f • W, + i'-B,Y L+Ri^'^ {d, + ig'B.Y) R 
•^Scalar id,-\f.W,-\B,YU -V(0V) 
(2.73) 
(2.74) 
(2.75) 
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Cvukawa = - {GeL(f)R + G^L<f)cR + hermitian conjugate) 
(2.76) 
Physical Interpretation 
^Gauge'- W"^, Z, J kinetic energies and self interactions. 
^Lepton'- Lepton kinetic energies and their interaction with W^, Z. 7. 
^Scalar- "VV^, Z, J and Higgs masses and couplings. 
^Yukawa- Lcpton masscs and coupling to Higgs. 
* * * 
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Chapter 3 
ELECTROMAGNETIC AND WEAK 
PRODUCTION OF PIONS FROM 
NUCLEONS 
3.1 Introduction 
In view of the basic importance of pion for our understanding of nucieons 
and the forces acting between them, the pion production processes are of con-
siderable interest. Due to availability of well defined photon and electron beams 
the electromagnetic pion production has been studied in great detail with very 
high precision. It has been established that the electromagnetic probes are of 
considerable importance in the study of the nuclear structure. These are also 
useful to determine the nucleon form factors, charge distribution, pion dynamics 
in the nuclear matter, and to calculate the coupling strength of pion to the nucie-
ons. These are also useful in understanding the coupling of the excited nucleon 
resonances with initial 7N-channels. 
In electromagnetic production of pions from free nucieons the source can be 
29 
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real or a virtual photon, obtained from a lepton beam or a real photon beam. If 
the lepton is an electron then the process is known as the electroproduction of 
pion and if it is a real photon beam then the process is known as photproduction 
of pion. In fact photoproduction is a special case of the electroproduction process 
where the photon is on mass shell i.e., a real photon (g^ —> 0), 9^ being the four 
momentum of the photon and only the transverse mode is allowed. In contrast to 
this the electroproduction process is described as the photoproduction by virtual 
V 
photons whose properties (energy, mass, polarization) are completely specified 
by the kinematics of the electron. 
Therefore the term electromagnetic production of pions refers to the inelastic 
collision of a real or virtual photon against a nucleon producing one or more pions. 
The single pion production reactions are described in equations (1.1) and (1.2). 
These are described using the effective Lagrangian where the electromagnetic 
interaction of an electron is written in terms of a vector current as defined in 
equations (2.4) and (2.5). 
In case of weak interaction the pion production is induced by neutrinos 
through charged and neutral current and leads to the processes as described 
in equations (1.3-1.6). In this case the interaction of neutrinos with nucleons 
has an axial vector term in addition to the vector current. The structure of these 
vector and axial vector currents are defined and are given in the Weinberg-Salam 
model as discussed in chapter.2. 
In next sections we describe the kinematics for the above processes, the 
effective Lagrangians for different interactions contributing to photoproduction, 
electroproduction and weak processes with their coupling strengths. We write 
the matrix elements in different channels using the relativistic description of the 
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interaction of leptons and hadrons in an effective Lagrangian field theory. 
3.2 Kinematics for Pion Product ion 
3.2.1 Pion Photoproduct ion 
The diagram depicting the photoproduction of pion is: 
<N(P') 
N(p) 
Figure 3.1: Kinematic variables for pion photoproduction 
We consider the reaction of photopion production 
ry(q) + N{p)^N{p') + Tr{k) (3.1) 
where the photon shown in Fig.(3.1) will be the real photon for photoproduction 
case in the limit of the four momentum [q {qo, q) = {Ey, q)] square q"^ -^0 and 
N stands for neutron or proton, whose four momenta are p{Ep, p) and p'{Ep>, p') 
respectively. k„{E„,li^) is the four momentum of the produced pion. 
The conservation of energy and momentum for the reaction gives 
q + p = p^=p' + k 
where Px is the four momentum of the intermediate recoiling hadron nN system. 
Also 
p + q = k + p' and Ep + E^ = E^ + Ep> (3.2) 
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In the rest frame of the initial nucleon i.e. |p| = 0 and E^ = M (mass of the 
nucleon) we get 
|q| = |k| + IP'I and M + E^ = E^ + Ep. (3.3) 
In center of mass frame 
p* + q* = 0 = k* + p'* (3.4) 
Which implies that 
|p*l = |q*| and |k*| = |p'*| (3.5) 
Then 
Ep + E^ = E^ + Ep> = y/s = W is the center of mass energy (3.6) 
3.2.1.1 Cross section 
The differential cross section for photoproduction of pion from nucleon i.e for 
reaction (3.1) can be written as [100] 
In lab frame |p| = 0 using Eq.(3.3) we get 
A{\q\Ep + \p\E,) = AME^ (3.8) 
Integrating Eq.(3.7) over the final momentum of the nucleon and using Eq.(3.8), 
we find 
Using the relation 
d^\k\ = |k|2d|k|df2,, = E^\k\dE^dQ,, (3.10) 
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and integrating the delta function over E^ by using the property 
m^)) = T,%^ (3-11) 
we get the differential cross section in the laboratory frame in the following form 
(Appendix-A) 
d n , 167r2 E^ |k|2(M + E^) - k.qE^ ^ ' ' "^ ' 
Using equations (3.4-3.6) the differential cross section in center of mass frame 
comes out to be (Appendix-A) 
l = ^^^t\M? (3.13, 
3.2.2 Weak Pion Production 
The diagram depicting the weak production of pion is: 
Figure 3.2: Kinematic variables for weak pion production 
For weak pion production we consider the reaction shown in Fig.(3.2) 
l{k) + Nip) ^ I'ik) + N{p') + irik) (3.14) 
Where I is a neutrino and /' is a neutrino in the case of neutral current reac-
tions and an electron or a muon in the case of charged current reactions with 
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initial momenta li and final momenta I2 respectively and N = n,p. The four 
momentum of each particle is indicated in parenthesis. The four momenta of 
the incoming and scattered leptons are li{Ei,li) and kiEi',^) respectively and 
p{Po,P) and p'(Po,p') are the four momenta of initial and final nucleon (mass 
M). The four momentum transfer q = (go,q)= 1^ - h. exchanged between the 
leptonic and hadronic vertices is fixed by the four momenta of incident and out-
going leptons, and ^(E^rjk) is the four momentum of the produced pion(mass 
The conservation of energy and momentum for above reactions are given by 
h + p = h + p' + k,^ {h - h) + P = p' + k 
^q + P =Px= p' + k (3.15) 
where px 'S the four momentum of the intermediate recoiling hadron TTN system, 
which decays into a pion and a nucleon and the square of the momentum transfer 
q = h-h, is given by 
g2 = {l^-l2)^ = -2h.l2 = -4EiE,sin''{^) (3.16) 
Where the angle 61 is the scattering angle of the scattered lepton from the 
direction of the incident one, and hence q^ can be fixed by the lepton kinematics. 
The other useful kinematical variables are the Lorentz invariant Mendelstam 
variable$(s,t,u=s) defined as 
s = W'' = {p + qf = {p' + kY = M'' + ml + 2p'-k 
t = [q-kf = {p' -pf = 2M'' -2p-p' 
u = s = {p'-qf = {k-pf = M^+ml-2p-k (3.17) 
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which satisfy the well known relation 
s + t + u = Em? = 2M^ + q'^ + m„^ (3.18) 
The t-variable can also be written in the following form 
t = t„un-4lkl|q|5m2(^) (3.19) 
where 
tmin = (go - £^ . ) ' - (|q| - W) ' (3.20) 
and 6^ is the pion angle with the momentum transfer. Other useful Lorentz 
invariant variables are 
P = \iP + P% ^ = P'-P, k = \{h + h) (3.21) 
such that P.A = 0, u = q.P = k.P, UB =--q.k (3.22) 
In terms of these variables, the Mendelstam variables can be written in the 
following form 
s = M^ + 2{I/-I^B) 
u = S = M^-2{U + UB) (3.23) 
The most significant variables are invariant momentum transfer square (Q^ = 
-q"^) and the angles {6,^, 4>-r) defining the direction of motion of the pion in c.m.f. 
Five particles are appearing in the weak pion production of a single pion 
i.e. neutrino and nucleon in the initial state and three particles namely neutrino 
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(in neutral current reactions), electron or muon (in charged current reactions), 
nucleon and the produced pion in the final state. These correspond to the fifteen 
degrees of freedom. Out of these, three refer to the rotation and three to the 
translations of the system as a whole. In the remaining nine degrees of freedom, 
only five correspond to the independent variables because of the four relations 
(conservation of the energy and momentum) given in Eq.(3.15). 
Reaction plane 
Figure 3.3: Kinematics and angles for weak pion production 
in the laboratory frame, these five variables are the energies Ei and Ev of the 
incident and scattered particles respectively, where / correspond to the neutrino 
and I' correspond to the neutrino in neutral current reactions and electron or 
muon in charged current reactions,the scattering angle On. of the scattered lepton 
from the direction of the incident one, pion angle 9^q with the momentum transfer 
and the angle (}>T, between the scattering plane and the reaction plane of the 
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hadrons which can be expressed as 
(li X I2) • (q X k) = I (li X I2) li (q X k) i cosc^i, 
(li X I2) • (q X k) 
COS0,r = 
Also 
and 
| ( l i x l 2 ) | | ( q x k ) | 
|q X «;| = | l i X I2I = EiEv sin^ii' 
(q • K) • (q X k) = 
|q2| K • q 
q- k /c • k 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
so that the angle <f)„ can be defined as 
| q ^ | ( / . - k ) - ( q - k ) ( / c - q ) 
cos<^, = 1 II, I • fl—r-7 (3.27) 
|q||k|siii0i/-sme,. 
The recoil nucleon carry the four momenta p' and energy Bj/. 
3.2.2.1 Cross section 
Following the notation of Bjorken and Drell [100], the differential cross section 
for a pion produced in weak production /(/j) + Nip) -> /'(/2) + N{p') + 7r{k) 
can be written as 
On integrating over the final nucleon momentum the differential cross section 
reduces to 
1 M 1 d ^ d ^ k 0 16 
^' {2-RY Ei2Ep.2Ev2E^ 
Using the following relations 
«5°(go+Po-Po-*o)S'|M/ip 
d% = \h\^d\h\dQu, = Ef.dEi.drtw 
d^k = \K\''d\K\d^n<, = E^\K\dE^da 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
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we get 
dV 1 1 M\k,\Ei' 
dEi,5'^{M +go-Ep--E^) (3.32) 
dn^dE^dQu. • 8 (27r)5 Ei Ep> 
Now integrating the delta function over Ei' and using the property of delta func-
tion defined in Eq.(3.11),the differential cross section comes out to be (Appendix-
A) 
d^a _ 1 1 MEi> 
dn^dE^d^w ~ 8(27r)5~^ '-sjEl-mlx 
|k| [Ej^ + Ell - El cos dw) - |-| {Ei> - El cos Q^) cos O-^q 
- 1 
(3.33) 
3.3 The Effective Lagrangians 
3.3.1 Electromagnetic Process 
The effective Lagrangians for the different effective interactions for photon, 
pion, nucleon and A are given by [101-103] 
C^r^r^ = -e^ ( F / ^ ( 9 ' ) 7 . + ^ ^ f ^ ^ . " ? " ) ^A'^ 
JO.MN = - ^ ^ ^ 7 5 ( ^ $ . ) T ^ 
£^,, = ie$,.(9^$,)yl''F,(Q2) 
£v;^N = -^v;vAr^ (7a + ^^opd^) i^'+'riP?)'^ 
Cv., = -^^e^x., {d'A'^) (a",^.,) ((^ ^3^" + Pf) 
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C^NA = ie^^^^^^lYlsT^'^F^.+h.c. 
C.NA = i ^ ^ # ^ ( 5 ^ * . ) T ' ^ + h.C. 
with different coupling strengths for various interaction vertices as follows [53,64,101,103] 
e = 0.3028, 9^NN = 0.97, g^ = 0.313, v ^ = 0.131, 
gp±^j = 0.103, guNN = 8 - 1 7 , Qpi^ff = - ^ ^ ^ K^ = -0.12, 
Kp = 3.71, ^-^ = 0.36, LNA = 0.337 
47r 
and the field strength tensor for photon 
i^fit/ ^ = Oi/A^i Oi/An 
V represents the vector mesons (p, oj) and A^, $ „ p o;,^ and ^ ^ are the 
'y,-K,p,u),N and A-fields respectively. 
3.3.2 Weak Process 
The effective Lagrangians for the different effective interactions in neutral cur-
rent and charged current processes for neutrino, pion, nucleon and A are given 
as follows 
A l . For Charged Cu r ren t Process 
The effective Lagrangians for charged current (CC) processes are [104,105] 
V _ G 
. ^ ^ - - ^ . . o . C - L^i 7 . - -rr, —u KKj - . 
(3.34) 
^WA//j- = —^ cos Oc'^i V2 
F^-y^yV*' + F^^&'Wi' •^3 T 
G^T^H" + • ^ a . M " ' ?-* 
(3.35) 
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_ G_ £t;;,. = ^COS9cF,{Q') {$, X {dJ,)}^W^ 
_ G 
£ M ) A / ' A / - - = - ^ C O S ^ C 
JTNN FM)^[fx$;)^'y^-f,^W^ 
rA ^ a ff^NN 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
•'WA/'A/'Tr 
x/2 m. (3.38) 
^ 
A2. For Neutral Current Process 
The effective Lagrangians for neutral current (NC) processes are [104,106] 
^L;v = ^ ^ \ [{(ir'Ff + ^Ir^r^Fr) 7. + (^^«.^2^ + ev='K.r,F^) f^^"' Z'^^ 
(3.39) 
^/2 - ^^^A' 
i9, 
(3.40) 
G^(Q')7M + G^ 2M — Z " ^ 
4 . . = ^^v^'^'^^^') {^^ ^ (^/^^^Ola^' 
G' e/=i (f 
^ZMH-K - 'j^^ F,(Q2)^(fx 4 ) 3 7;.75^^'' 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
e^^ =^  ( ^ ) ^^^^'^^ i"" ^  ^^Oa K^ '^ "^ - ^ ^^^^^"] * 
(3.43) 
With Kf^s^v) - {Kp ± Kn). For the weak charged current ^ the isospin factor 
factors are equal to unity, for the weak neutral current we have [106] 
e(f 1 = 1 - 2sin20w. ^^=' = 1 
2. ; .2 f l . . . ^ /=0 ^ 0 
(3.44) 
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The form factors Fi, F2, FA, F^, GA and Gp are functions of momentum trans-
fer (Q^ = —q^)- Since our calculation are at relatively small momentum transfer, 
we have used the simple dipole forms for the Sachs form factors. The nucleon 
Dirac and Pauli form factors F{^{Q'^) and F2^(Q^) are generally parametrized 
in terms of the experimentally determined Sachs electromagnetic form factors 
G^(Q2) and G^{Q^) by the following relations, 
(3.45) 
where r = •^, These electromagnetic form factors are generally parametrized 
in a dipole form. The most often used parametrization are given by [107] 
with 
G^Em = 1 + ^ 
1 - 2 
Ml 
'n(rft\ _ __JfnT_ 
1+A„T , G^(0') = 1+& Ml 
- 2 
CMCO') = ih ' + ^ 
- 2 
G'M(Q'') = 1^ 1 + ^ 
- 2 
(3.46) 
lip = 2.792847, ^ = -1.913043, MD = 0.843Gey, >„ = 5.6 
Ff(0) = 1, Fr(0) = 0, F^{0) = Kp = 1.792847, F2"(0) = K„ = -1.91303 
Using the isotopic spin decomposition, the isovector (V) and isoscalar (S) form 
factors are expressed as 
(3.47) 
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and therefore 
(3.48) 
Also 
The pseudoscalar form factor G^{Q'^) is dominated by the pion pole and using 
Partially conserved vector current (PCAC) is given by 
o^;m-^-^^ (3.., 
The axial vector form factor G\{Q^) is parametrized in the dipole form and is 
given by 
Q 
1 + ^ 
2 n - 2 
M\ (3.50) 
where QA = ^^ (0 ) = 1.267 ± 0.0035 and is determined from the ;0-decay 
lifetime of the neutron [108]. The dipole mass MA is determined from various 
neutrino scattering experiments on nucleons and nuclei. The threshold pion 
electroproduction data from the nucleon is also used to extract MA- The average 
value of the dipole mass parameter in the axial form factor extracted from i/^ 
quasi-elastic scattering is given as [109-110] 
M^(GeV) = 1.03 ±0.04 
The neutral current form factors are defined as 
Vector currents: 
^NC;p(n)(^2) ^ ^ 1 J ^ P ^ ( Q 2 ) _ ^n^(Q2)] _ 2sm'9wFI^\Q') (3.51) 
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GS'^^HQ') = ±1 K M ( Q ' ) - GIM')] - 2sm'dwG'i%{Q') (3.52) 
Axial vector current: 
^NC;p(n)(Q2) ^ ±IG,,{Q') - G^CQ^) (3.53) 
3.4 Matrix Elements 
3.4.1 Electromagnetic Pion Production 
- N * / > - ^ '-' ^ 
(a) ^ (b) 
' ' It 
a v';t 
_L-
or 
(c) _ (d) 
i© ;p 
I p, ^ 1 — 
(e) (0 
. ' ^ A 
(g) (h) 
Figure 3.4: Feynman diagrams for pion electro-and photoproduction 
The various Feynman diagrams shown in Figure.(3.4) for the electropion and pho-
topion production are the nucleon direct (s-channel) and crossed (u-channel)terms, 
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the contact term or the Kroll-Ruderman term or seagull term, and the i-channel 
processes with pion, a; and />-exchange. In addition various resonance terms like 
A, A'^ * etc. also contribute. The direct and crossed A term give the dominant 
contribution. The contribution from rho meson exchange term is negligible small 
in the A resonance region because of the smallness of the coupling. 
Al.Non-Resonant terms 
Using the effective Lagrangians the matrix element for the neutral pion pro-
duction from the proton and neutron in s-channel and u-channel processes are 
given by 
M:! 
M^ 
— 
= 
^9-nNN 
m^ 
^9TTNN 
u{p') 
n(p') 
where 
I'' = -u{h)Yu{h) 
u(p)P (3.54) 
u(p)P (3.55) 
(3.56) 
With eu{l2)Y'^{h) 's the electromagnetic current at electron vertex and ^ is the 
photon propagator. For the case of the charged pion production the structure 
of the matrix element are the same except with the multiplication by a factor of 
V^T±, r_ for -K^ and r+ for TT" production. 
In terms of the isoscalar(S) and isovector(V) form factors The matrix element 
for electroproduction of all charge states of the pions for the different effective 
channels can be written as follows (Appendix-B) [104]. 
uipY" 
(3.57) 
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MV. = u{jp) 
m. 
u{p)l^ 
MKR = 
egnNN r w / 2 
m„ 
ItG'{q'')[u{p'hsu{p)]l^ 
M: = 
with 
eg-irNN r 2^» " 9 
m. 
-It t-ml 
2MFM^)[u{p')^,u{p)]l^ 
(3.58) 
(3.59) 
(3.60) 
I^ = \[F^f + Fr{I^ + r)Y / f = i[F//< ' + F2^(/+ + n ] (3.61) 
I^ = \[F^l'-^Fr{I^-r)\; i: = \[FiP + F^{I^-I-)\ (3.62) 
/t = / " (3.63) 
where 
/° = x K x i ' I^ = x)^{T..rr,)xu I~ = x)\[r.MXi (3.64) 
X/(i) is the final(initial) nucleon iso-spin function, r^ is the Pauli iso-spin matrix. 
The iso-spin T^ for the final pion is defined in the Pauli (2 x 2) representation 
by the following relations 
\/2r_ (7r+) 
v^r+ (TT-) 
(T°) 
In Kroll-Ruderman term G' is the axial vector form factor and is given by [1] 
^ ' = ? ^ withG(O) = 1.2573 
(jr(Uj 
r^ = < 
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It should be noted that because of h this term contributes only for charged pions 
and vanishes for neutral pion production. 
The matrix elements for the vector meson exchange processes are given as: 
eguj^-( 1 - , i\ f u , ^^-^ 
j^p ^ egpn-r 1 .-.,„,x /^ ..^  , iK, 
m^ t 
(3.65) 
(3.66) 
A2. Resonant terms 
In intermediate energy regime, the dominant contribution comes through the 
A(1232) resonance. Thus we write relativistic expression of matrix element M. 
for delta pole term in s-channel and u-channel processes by using the effective 
form of the AA^TT and jN^ interactions vertices by taking the relativistic co-
variant form of the A propagator of the Rarita Schwinger spinor for a T = | 
particle of the form [111]: 
\ E / + M A / 
where L^ is the Lorentz boost operator for spin 1 particle, ^ , is the four com-
ponents Pauli spinor for spin-| particle and S^^ is the four components of the 
transition spin operator. 
Projection operator for the A defined as 
3 
2 
-i 
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On mass shell the A-propagator is written as 
""" ~~ P^-M^ ^ ^ ^ 
Introducing the A width this modifies to 
_ ^ + M^ f 1 2P,P. P . 7 . - T . P . I ,370. 
where P is the four momenta of the delta and F is the phenomenological constant 
decay width. 
The matrix element M for the direct A-term (s-channel process) is written as : 
m^ 2 P, (3.71) 
. s 
where A*^^ is the relativistic delta propagator and Ox^ is the ANj vertex. 
The N-> A transition current is written as 
< A{P)\J'^\N{p) >= u{P, S)0^^uip, s) (3.72) 
Oxfi has the form of a tensor which may be constructed from the following 
parameters 
(7^P^,p^g'^) 
Using the four relation 
we can eliminate one of the variable. Thus the general form of the tensor Ox^ 
is written as 
OA/X = Agx,, + Bqxnf^ + CQXP^ + Dqxq^ (3.73) 
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where A ,B ,C ,D are constants. Applying the current conservation 
q^J^ = 0 => q,0'^ = 0 , 
we obtain 
Then OA^ is given by 
A=^ -[B/i + CP.q + Dq'') 
O^'^ = B{q'Y - g'^^A) + C{q,P, - P.qg^,) + D{q,q, - g,,q') (3.74) 
Writing 
Biqx% - Qxix/i) = BY[gpxgt,u - gpug\ti)q'' 
C{qxP^ - P.qgx^) = CP^igpxgtiu - gpugxn)q'' 
D{qxq^ ~ gxt^q^) = Dq^ig^xg^^ - gp^gx,i)q^ 
Then the form of Ox^. becomes 
O^" = (57, + CP. + Dq.)ig'V - g'^g'^Q, (3.75) 
We define the constants such that they make the dimensionless form of the 
current 
rn rn 
B = ^ , C + D = ^ and D 
C2 
Then resulting form of the N-> A transition current is given by 
< A{P)\J,\N{p) > 
0^" = 
= u\P) I - g'^g^ni^] u (p) 
(3.76) 
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where C^yCj and C2 are the electromagnetic N -> A transition form factors 
parametrized in the following form [109,112-115] 
2.05 
Cliq') = 
(l-4 
C2{q') = -^C;{q') 
C7(g2) = 0 ,M^ = OMGeV^. 
Similarly the matrix element for the crossed A-diagram (u-channel process) is 
written as; 
. J A firNA 1 
m-n 2 
'£u'ip')KO''^A^>'u'ip) l", (3.77) 
Now we have the matrix elements for the electropion production by virtual pho-
tons. Since we know that the photopion production is the special case of elec-
tropion production by real photons, therefore by some simple transformations 
we can have the matrix elements for the photopion production processes. The 
changes are as follows: 
(a) Replacing /^ the leptonic current vector by the photon polarization vector 
e'', and 
(b) The momentum transfer square by zero i.e., q^ —)• 0. 
(c) The electromagnetic form factors C2, CI and CI to the constant values 
given by 
Cl{q^ -^ 0) = 2.05 
C2(g^^0) = - - ^ C j ( 9 ^ - > 0 ) 
Cl{e-^Q)=Q 
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3.4.2 Weak Pion Production 
^ . N 
—^— 
N Direct(s) 
W/Z 
^ 1 — 
N N 
n / 
N 
W/Z 71, 
N 
N N 
Exchange(u) 
s W/Z • 
N N 
Figure 3.5: Feynman diagrams considered for weak pion production 
The Feynman diagrams which can be important in the weak single pion pro-
duction process are shown in figure.(3.5). While all diagrams contribute to the 
vector current and axial current, the pion pole term does not contribute to the 
axial current. Beside the nucleon, contact and pion pole terms there are nucleon 
resonance terms but the dominant resonant contributions are due to the A direct 
and exchanged term which we have considered here. 
For the general process of weak pion production by the free nucleon through 
charged current(CC) and neutral current(NC) the transition matrix element cor-
responding to Fig.(3.6) is written as 
M =-7= cos ecl^ J^ 
v2 
(3.78) 
where for neutral current channel cos^c = 1. G is the Fermi weak coupling 
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constant and 6c is the Cabibbo angle, l*^ is the leptonic weak current written as 
P = t2(fc')7''(l-7^)u(/c) (3.79) 
and J^=. J^ + J^ is the hadronic current which is divided into its vector and 
axial part. 
A.l Non-Resonant terms 
The invariant matrix elements in charged current(CC) channel correspond-
ing to the considered Feynman diagrams in Fig.(3.5) for nucleon direct(s), ex-
changed(u), contact(c) and pion pole(t) term are as follows [104,105] 
M^ = ^ cos 
' ^/2 
V(g.),^ ,ag!).^ .,.)_(.^ ^^^^^^ G 'AQ'h, + i-2M • ^ ^ u(Pi)P (3.80) 
"^ = T2 -''^ (^ ) (^^^^  [{'^^^'^^^ ^  ™^-^] 
-[GWh, + i :GUQ') 2M '^^ ) 1 ( ^ ~ K-^M' M2 75 A«(Pi ) / ' ' (3.81) 
G UNN\ l^k^ - q^ 
^' = f2^'' [T-) [f^ 1 '^^ ^ '^W '^ [=(P.)T5«(P01'" 
Mc = —7= cos 6, 
v 2 
fvNN\ fZ(Pf) i=^ .(Q')7.75 - (Frm% + i^^^M^o^.d^ 2M "" 
(3.83) 
The invariant matrix elements for neutral current(NC) corresponding to the 
isovector part of the current are directly connected to the amplitudes of the 
charged current(CC) case. They differ, however, because of the different V, A 
(3.82) 
u(Pi)P 
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structure of the neutral currents with respect to the charged currents. Moreover, 
an isoscalar term is also present in the case of neutral current. Therefore, the 
neutral current matrix elements can be directly deduced from the charged current 
matrix elements by multiplying the vector and axial form factors by ^y and ^^ 
given in Eq.(3.44) respectively plus the contributions to the isoscalar amplitude. 
So, the invariant matrix elements in neutral current(NC) channel correspond-
ing to the considered Feynman diagrams in Fig.(3.5) for nucleon direct(s), ex-
changed{u), contact{c) and pion pole(t) term are given as [104,106] 
M N ^G_(l vNN \ _ u(Pf)75 ATI A+A + M' \/2\m^ 
Cl=i f TD^, I ; TP ^A"^ „ A I c /= l f TA„, jl % \ w(Pi)/^ (3.84) 
^"=U^)M^^"{''-"-"'"^''') 
+«r(/^,-/.'^) 75 A s- M^ u{Pi)l'' (3.85) 
M, 
^G_(U NN 
y/2\ m^ /tti(Pf) 
FY 
er'^.(Q')7.75 - er^ (^i 7.+ 2^^ ^^^^ '^ u(Pi)(3.86) 
^ ' = S {^) ^""^^ [f^) ^^ '^^ '^ ^^ '^  lll(Pf)75ii(Pi)] l" 
The following abbreviations for the isospin matrix elements have been used in 
above expressions [104] 
(3.87) 
1=0 
%:-j,'i'+Fr{i'-±n (3.88) 
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rP _ ^ /=o ^{^ 
e 
^.Fil" + F^{I^ ± I-) (3.89) 
r/=0 
feG^/° + G^(/+±r) (3.90) 
(3.91) 
/ t = / - with /(= '^°) defined in Eq.(3.64). (3.92) 
A.2 Resonant terms 
For neutrino energies of a few GeV the single pion production proceeds 
mainly through the excitation of the lower resonances. The main contribution 
to the cross section comes from the production and subsequent decay of the A-
resonance. Beside this some of the channels have a non-negligible contribution 
from the isospin 1/2 resonances. 
We consider the one pion production by neutrinos in the resonance region. 
We consider both charged current(CC) and neutral current(NC) reaction on free 
proton and neutron. As is well known that the dominant contribution to the 
amplitude comes from the A-resonance shown in Fig.(3.6). 
^ 
w/z 7C ' ' — * J , f 
w/z J'' 
N(n.p) N(n,p> N(n.p) N(n.pf 
Figure 3.6: Feynman diagrams for resonant contributions 
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Consider the charged current process i/i + N -^ l~ + A, the matrix element 
is written as 
M = -^ cos eel'' < A{p')\Jf,\N{p) > (3.93) 
where /'' is the leptonic weak current given by Eq.(3.79) and < A{p')\J^\N{p) > 
is the matrix element of the hadronic element separated into its vector and axial 
vector part as 
< A{p')\J^\N{p) >=< A{p')\V^\N{p) >-< A{p')\A'^\N{p) > (3.94) 
From the conservation of vector current(CVC) we know that the matrix elements 
of the weak strangeness conser>/ing hadronic vector current are related by isospin 
Clebsch-Gordon coefficients to the matrix elements of the / = 1 electromagnetic 
current measured in electroproduction of pions. Since in electroproduction of the 
A, the / = 1 component of the electromagnetic current does not contribute so 
that the relationship becomes simply [99] 
< A++|y<*|p >= x/3 < A^\V^p > (3.95) 
Assuming conservation of vector current(CVC) the vector matrix element is writ-
ten as 
< A{p')\V''\N{p) > = Vs^^ip') (^^iQ\.<^ ^ _ 5.^ a) + ^Lg!) (p.a^ . p' _ 5.-) 
M M2 
M2 M2 THP) (3.96) 
and the axial matrix element is written as 
< A{p')\A''\N{p) > = V3^,{p') ^^{g'^'-A-Q^in^^^ir q-p'-qn 
M2 [g^-q . p - qn + 
cim. 
M2 <?"g 7^^(P) (3.97) 
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For the neutral current process the vector and axial vector parts are written as 
< A(p')iJiiv(p) >= ^ [< ^ip'm'r'v^mp) >-< A{p')\er'A'^\N{p) >] 
(3.98) 
where ^^(p') and ^(p) are the Rarita-Schwinger and Dirac spinors for A and 
nucleon of momenta p' and p, q = jpl-p = k-k', the momentum transfer given 
to the nucleon and C,^ ''*(t = 3,4,5,6) are vector and axial vector form factors. 
Using the conservation of vector current hypothesis(CVC) C^ = 0, and C^ for 
t = 3,4,5 are related to the electromagnetic form factors determined from the 
electroproduction and photoproduction of A's. Using the analysis of neutrino 
scattering experiments [109,113-114] we Kave the form factors related as 
c^ = o, cr = --a M' ^ (3.99) 
where M' is the invariant mass of the nN system and we use a fixed A mass, 
M' = 1.232GeV and the electroproduction data in the A-region is well fitted 
with 
CUQ') = 2.05 1 - Q' M 2 j 
- 2 
with Ml = OMGeV^ (3.100) 
The axial vector form factors are determined from the experimental analysis of the 
neutrino experiments producing A's in the proton and deuteron targets. These 
form factors are not uniquely determined but give a satisfactory fit to the data 
and are given by [105,115] 
ctiQ') = ctio) 1 + fli? {bi 1 - Ml 
- 2 
(3.101) 
where C3^ (0) = 0, C4 (^0) = - 0 . 3 , €^{^1^.2, 04 = 05 =-1 .21 , 
y"i>i'icQ2S\ 
\\<«o ) -' 
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b4 = 65 = 2.0GeV^, MA = l.ObGeV 
c^{Q') = c^{Q') M2 (3.102) 
ml + (32 
and partial conservation of axial current(PCAC) has been assumed in writing the 
expression for C^[q'^). 
Finally for the charged current direct{s-channel) and the corresponding exchanged{u-
channel) A-term, the matrix element is written as 
•^ f"'"'' = V3-^cos^c^^CE^'(p')A'^^OA^^^(p)/^ (3.103) 
v2 rn.„ ^ 
G f: 
A-f^^^ = v ^ - ^ cos^c^^^^ E ^ ^ ( P ' ) C C ' ^ ' A A M ^ ' ( P ) / ^ (3.104) 
where we treat the A as a Rarita-Schwinger field and use the on shell form 
of the relativistic A-propagator A"^ modified by a phenomenological constant 
width given as in Eq.(3.70). The weak A^A-vertex 0^^ is written as 
QCC _ 
QV QV (JV 
AP M2 
+ 
(jA (jA 
-^(9A^ A - Qxl^) + -^i9xt.q • p' - q\p'^) + Q^PA,. 
7 
(3.105) 
and similarly the neutral current direct(s) and exchanged(u) matrix element for 
A-term is written with cos^c = 1 ' " Eq.(3.103,104) along with the isospin factor 
^^^ and ^ ^=^ in Eq.(3.44) with vector and axial part respectively. 
^A,NC ^ J ^ A N A ^ . ^ ^ ' ( P O A ' ^ ^ O A ^ ^ ^ / ^ (3.106) 
V2 m, V 
^^,NC ^GUNA^ ^^(p')CO^'A,^^^(p)/^ (3.107) 
v 2 rnTr s 
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and the weak iVA-vertex in the case of neutral current is written as: 
QCC _ cl=l QV nv QV 
H'r' 
QA QA 
-^{gxn k - Qxln) + j^igx^^Q • P' - Qxp'f,) + C^gx^ 
7 
(3.108) 
*** 
CHAPTER-4 
COHERENT PION PRODUCTION 
FROM NUCLEI 
Chapter 4 
COHERENT PION PRODUCTION FROM 
NUCLEI 
4.1 Introduction 
The pion production processes described in equations(l.1-1.8) take place on 
free nucleons. When these processes take place in nuclei then, there are two types 
of processes, known as coherent pion production and incoherent pion production 
depending upon the excitation energy of the residual nucleus. In nuclear pion 
production the nucleons are now moving in a strongly interacting nuclear medium 
and the pion produced leave the nucleus either in its ground state or in excited 
state. In the coherent pion production, there is no energy transfer to the nucleus, 
i.e., the nucleus remains in the ground state and the lepton energy transfer is 
carried by the emitted pion. While in incoherent pion production the nucleus 
could be in excited state decaying further into a final nucleus and other particles. 
It is well known that in the intermediate energy range, the A-isobar excita-
tion provides the dominant contribution to the pion production from nucleons. 
58 
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Similarly, this is expected to be true in the case of the nuclei also where A-isobar 
excitation is produced within the nucleus and it propagates in the nuclear medium 
before it decays. 
Coherent pion production in the nuclei plays an important role to investigate 
the properties of the pion-nucleus interaction and to obtain information about 
the behavior of pion in nuclear medium. On the other hand, since the description 
of the nuclear ground state is well under control, the coherent process is then 
suitable for analyzing the medium effects in the production and propagation of 
A-resonance. 
In nuclear pion production processes the modification of the elementary pro-
duction operator inside the nuclear medium, the nuclear structure and the final 
state interaction of the outgoing pions with the nucleus has to be properly taken 
into account. Also, the Fermi motion of the nucleons and Pauli blocking effect 
should be kept in mind while doing such calculations. 
The Coherent pion photoproduction was first studied by Saunder's et al. by 
using the distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA) with the pion optical 
potential. Koch and Moniz applied the isobar-hole formalism for pion-nucleus 
scattering to coherent neutral pion photoproduction taking into account the 
binding energy effects, isobar propagation and Pauli blocking. But this formal-
ism is not successful for heavier nuclei [116]. Carrasco et al.[84] have devel-
oped a microscopic theory for the photon-nucleon interaction in the local density 
approximation (LDA). They have also taken into account the modification of 
A-properties, and A self-energy from many body evaluation which includes the 
channels related to two and three body pion absorption. In a relativistic model 
Peters et al.[103] have calculated the coherent photoproduction of pion from spin 
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zero nuclei. Also the work of Drechsel et al.[77] and Kamalov et al.[78] use a 
very elaborate model to describe the coherent pion photoproduction from nuclei. 
We have done the relativistic calculations for photon and neutrino induced 
coherent pion production, where pions are produced as decay products of vir-
tual particle-hole and A-hole excitations of a nucleus, which retains its identity 
after the interaction. The coherent pions are distinguished from the resonantly 
produced pions due to their strongly forward peaked angular distribution. 
In coherent photoproduction of pion the different Feynman diagrams Fig.(3.4) 
are considered. There is no contribution from Kroll-Ruderman and pion pole 
terms for coherent photoproduction of pions. We have found that main con-
tribution comes from the A-direct term in addition to crossed term and the 
background contribution comes from the nucleon direct and cross term, omega 
and rho terms. In weak coherent pion production we have considered only the 
A direct and cross term Fig.(3.6) because the electromagnetic interactions has 
shown that these are dominated by A-excitation in the intermediate energy range. 
We apply the relativistic approach to calculate the matrix elements and dif-
ferential cross section for electromagnetic and weak coherent production of pion 
by using the effective Lagrangians defined in chapter.3. The cross section calcu-
lations are done in local density approximation and the nuclear medium effects 
are incorporated in terms of the A self-energy in the nuclear medium. The final 
state interactions of the outgoing pions with the nucleus are taken into account 
using the Eikonal approximation for the distortion of the pion plane wave. 
4.2 Ma t r i x Elements 
4.2.1 Electromagnetic Process 
The matrix element in case of electromagnetic coherent pion production is 
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written in a very general form as [101,103] 
M = e^'^'^Tjf.Pi'kaqpAis, t, u) (4.1) 
where, r]^ should be replaced by t^ for photo production and by /^ given in 
Eq.(3.34) for electro production processes. A{s,t,u) is the Lorentz invariant 
scalar function that contains the entire dynamics of the coherent process. The 
Lorentz invariant factor A{s,t,u) is computed relativistically for different con-
tributing Feynman diagrams and is written as 
A{s,t,u) = AN+A, + Ap + AA (4.2) 
where, Ai{i = N,u,p,A) are calculated in Appendix(C). 
We find an expression of -Ayv for nucleon direct (s-channe!) and nucleon 
exchanged (u-channei) processes which are given by 
\ m-,, J u - M^ 
2^ , z . . .2^^ , i^2(g^) o 2M(F:(g^) + Fi(g^)) + ^ m 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
where ^ = [\\w^) • 
For the omega and rho exchange terms (t-channel processes) the Lorentz 
invariant factors Ao(t) and Ap{t) come out to be in the following form: 
A,{t) = mT (^9..,9.NN\ 1 _ j(2M -E, + E,) 
\ m^ J t-ml' 
+ ^ 0 - P-(fc - g) - (^7 - E.){E, -E^- M)}\ (4.5) 
+^{t - p-{k -q)- {E, - E,){E, -E,- M))] (4.6) 
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The relativistic form of AA for the coherent photo production processes from 
the direct and crossed A diagrams are in the following form: 
A.(s) = SM^(^f^)(—^^ 
M m,, J \s- MA + tMAry 
(4.7) 
and 
.^(u) = BM^ ( 2 ^ ) (u-MiViM^r) I [(«+^i + ^ ^^-' 
M\,„, „ , , k.qP^-RkP.q 
-{l^J^)iP.I^-P-<l)-<l.k^ Ml (4.8) 
where 9,p,/: and P are the four momenta of photon, nucleon, pion and in-
termediate delta produced respectively. M and MA represent the mass of the 
nucleon and delta produced. s,t and u are the Mendelstam variables as defined 
in Eq.(3.17). 
4.2.2 Weak process 
The study of coherent pion production in electromagnetic interactions has 
shown that these are dominated by A-excitation in the intermediate energy range. 
Therefore in weak process in this range we have considered only the A-direct and 
exchange term and calculate the coherent pion production from nuclei induced by 
neutrinos in a relativistic description of A-resonance. The matrix element is cal-
culated using the Feynman diagrams shown in Fig.(3.6) and is in general written 
in equations (3.103,3-104) for charged current and in equations (3.106,3.107) 
for neutral current. 
The quantity of physical interest, which is used to calculate the differential 
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cross section, is the square of the matrix element given as 
i:\M\' = ^cos'ecL^-'J,, (4.9) 
Where X)' stands for the sum over final spin-states and average over the initial 
spin-states. In case of neutral current cos^^c 'S taken to be unity. The leptonic 
tensor L*^ " is given as 
L'^ " = 8 {Ffc'" + k'^k" - g^^k • k' + ie^'^'^k^'k'^} (4.10) 
For anti-neutrino reactions the antisymmetric term in the leptonic tensor changes 
the sign. J^^ is the hadronic tensor given as 
J.^^IEEJU'^ (4-11) 
We have calculated the square of the matrix element jA^p for the coherent 
charged current and neutral current processes for the direct and crossed A dia-
grams. We find the negligible contribution from the vector part of the hadronic 
matrix element and the main contribution comes from the C^{Q'^) term of the 
axial part of the hadronic matrix element. Finally, \M^ for the charged current 
process is the following (Appendix-C): 
IA^AICC = ^G^cos^^c • {Af • CfiQ-") [a^ {2t -kt-k'- mlk • k') 
+p^ (2P -kP-k'- P^k • k') + 7^ (2p -kp-k'- M^k • k') 
-h2aj9 (t-kP-k' + t'k'P-k-k-k't-P) 
+2l3y {P-kp-k' + P-k'p-k-P-p'k- k') 
-H2Q7 [t-kp-k' + t-k'p-k-k-k't- p)] (4.12) 
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where 
\ m^ J 2 2 2M 2M {P^ - Ml) + I M A F ^ ' ' 
and the variables k and k' represents the four momenta of the incident and 
scattered particle, p,t and P correspond to the four momenta of the nucleon, 
emitted pion and the intermediate delta produced respectively. M and MA 
represent the mass of the nucleon and delta. F represents the decay width of the 
A. The variables a, fi and 7 are defined as follow 
a=lM {P' + MM^) -^-Mt-P + l{M + MA) (^^+^^"^ 
-MA* • p + irrj-t -Pp-P (4.14) 
3 M A 
^ = - T ^ * • ^ K iF^ + ^ ^^) + (A^  + A^A) P -P - Mt • P - MA* -p] 
- 3 ^ ( F ' + MMA)t-p+^(M + MA)t-p 
l-{rnlp-P-t-pt-P) (4.15) 
3 M A 
For A-crossed (u-channel) term the matrix element square is 
\Ml\lc = ^G^cos^^c • {Af • cfiQ') [{H, - H^f {2t -kt-k'- mlk • k') 
+ {H2 + Hz) (2q -kq-k'- q^k • k') 
+2 {Hi - H2) {H2 + H3){t-kp-k' + t-k'p-k-k-k't- p) 
+2 {Hi - H2) Hi{t • kq • k' + t • k'q • k ~ k • k't • q) 
+2 {H2 + Hs) Hi{p • kq • k' + p • k'q • k - k • k'q • p)] (4.17) 
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where 
H, = -M (p2 + MM^) + '^Mq-P+'^ (M + MA) P-p+^M^q-p (4.18) 
H2 = - 3 ^ * • P [M ( P ^ + MM A) + {M + MA)P-P + Mq-P- M^q • p] 
^[p''^MMA)t-p-\{M + MA)t-p 
3MA ^ " / ^ 3 
-^{p-Pt-q-ME^q-p) (4.19) 
(4.20) 
and 
H, = l^^t-p-^i-Pp-P (4-21) 
The matrix element square in the neutral current process for A-direct (s-channel) 
and crossed (u-channel) diagrams are calculated and come out to be in the 
following form (Appendix-C): 
+p^ (2P -kP-k' - P^k • k') + 7^ (2p -kp-k' - M^k • k') 
+2a/3 {t • kP • k' + t • k'P • k - k • k't • P) 
+2j37 {P-kp-k' + P-k'p-k-P-p'k- k') 
+2ay {t-kp-k' + t-k'p-k-k-k't- p)] (4.22) 
and 
\Ml\la = ? • {A? • {eA='fC^\Q') [(^1 - H^f (2t -kt-k'- mlk • k') 
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+ {H2 + H3) {2q -kq-k' - q^k • k') 
+2 {Hi - H2) {H2 + H3){t-kp-k' + t-k'p-k-k-k't- p) 
+2 (Hi - H2) H^it • kq • k' + t • k'q • k - k • k't • q) 
+2 {H2 + H3) H4(p • kq • k' + p • k'q • k - k • k'q • p)] (4.23) 
With the variables a, jS, 7 and H\^H2, H3, H^ are same as defined in above equa-
tions, ^^=^ is defined in Eq.( 3.44). 
4.3 Cross Sections 
4.3.1 Coherent Photoproduction 
We have obtained the expression of the differential cross section for photopro-
duction of pion from free nucleon in chapter.3, which is given by (Appendix-A): 
lr-^^,t\M? (4.24) 
in center of mass frame and in lab frame by 
do_ 1 M |kP ' ^ 
da^ 167r2 E^ |k|2(M + E^) - k.q£;, ^ ' ' ^ ' 
Taking the nucleon to be at rest i.e. p ^ 0, then from Eq.(4.1) it is found that 
i : i A l p = (kp|q|2sin2^.|>t(5,i,«)p (4.26) 
Therefore the differential cross section in the lab frame becomes 
When the process takes place inside the nucleus, the nuclear form factor F(k - q) 
is introduced and the cross section modifies to 
(4.28) 
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where 
F(k - q) = /d'v [app(r) + 6p„(r)] e-'C^-'^)'- (4.29) 
and p{r) is the nuclear matter density as a function of nucleon relative coordinate, 
a and b are the numerical factors and depends upon the charge state of pion 
produced in charged or neutral process. For example inside the nucleus the 
production of neutral pion takes place from both proton and neutron targets 
through the reaction 7 + p ^ A+ —>p + 7r° and 7 + n ^ A° —> n + TT". 
The isospin consideration give a factor of | for both protons and neutrons at 
respective 7pA"'" and 7nA° vertex. Therefore, the density in the nuclei should 
be replaced by |[pp(r) + Pp(r)]. The proper isospin consideration at the different 
vertices of the Feynman diagrams shown in Fig.(3.4) has been taken into account. 
4.3.2 Coherent Weak Pion Product ion 
We have obtained the expression of the differential cross section for the weak 
production of pion from free nucleon in chapter.3, where the recoil of the nucleus 
has been considered, which is given as (Appendix-A): 
dV 1 1 MEi, 
^ ^ / ^ ml X dn^dE^d^w 8(27r)5 Ei 
Y.\M\' (4.30) {Ej/ + El' - El cos9u>) - -pI {El' - Ei cos^ij/) cos^^. 
We have also calculated the differential cross section for the neutral current 
pion production where the recoil of the nucleus has been neglected and is found 
to be in the following form (Appendix-A): 
= 1 (2^ 0 - 1 ) l"^ "^ !^  ^'-''^ 
Similarly, the differential cross section for the charged current lepton production 
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is found to be (Appendix-A) 
We find that considering the recoil of the nucleus gives less than (3 - 4%) 
correction in the energy range which we have considered. Integrating over the 
neutrino solid angle we find the double different cross sections for neutral current 
pion production (•^^j • Similarly, integrating over the neutrino-lepton 
solid angle we find the double different cross sections for charged current lepton 
lepton production ( ^ ^ ^ ) • Then we find the differential cross section for 
charged current lepton production ( ^ ) by integrating over the pion solid 
angles. Similarly the differential cross section ( ^ ) for neutral current pion 
production by integrating over the pion solid angles. We have also find the 
momentum distribution for the neutral current pion production by evaluating the 
differential cross section 
f dcr\ f k-^\ f dcr \ 
^dk^J \E^J \dE^^ 
da and the angular distribution by evaluating 2(^e) ^^ "^  neutral current pion pro-
duction. 
When going inside the nucleus the nuclear form factor F ( q — k^) has been 
introduced in the cross section as in case of coherent photoproduction, where 
the form factor is given as 
F(q -K) = l dh [app(r) + 6p„(r)] e-^'^-''')-^ (4.33) 
Like the photoproduction case we have considered the proper isospin factor for 
the different vertices of the Feynman diagrams Fig.(3.6) considered. In case of 
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neutral current the factors are as follows 
2 2 
a = - , b = ~ for direct diagram 
o o 
a = - , ^ = ^ for exchange diagram (4.34) 
Similarly, in case of charged current we have the factors as 
a = 1, ^ = o ^°^ direct diagram 
o 
a = - , f> = "^ fo'' exchange diagram (4.35) 
4.4 Nuclear Effects 
We obtained the expressions for the differential cross sections for the coherent 
photoproduction and coherent weak charged and neutral current pion production 
from nuclei. When going inside the nucleus the effect of nuclear medium has to be 
taken into account by using the nuclear form factor without knowing the residual 
nucleus and final state interaction of produced pions. The effect of nuclear 
medium has been recently calculated in a relativistic mean field approximation 
[117,118] where a modified mass for nucleon and A has been used but a constant 
decay width for the A has been taken to calculate the pion production. In 
nuclear medium the mass ( M A ) and decay width (F) of A are both modified 
due to strong interactions. This has been calculated by kelkar et al. [119] in a 
non-relativistic approach in local density approximation. They have taken into 
account the renormalization of the A and pion properties in the medium and 
observed that the cross section was quite sensitive to these medium effects, and 
their inclusion in the calculation decreased the cross section appreciably with 
respect to the impulse approximation. 
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We have considered the nuclear effect in term of A self-energy {J2A) '" 
nuclear medium in the local density approximation (LDA) [120-121] which takes 
into account the modification of mass and decay width. The method has been 
used in past to calculate some electromagnetic and strong reactions in nuclei in 
the region of A dominance [105,106]. 
We treat the nucleus as a collection of independent nucleons which are dis-
tributed in space accordingly to a density profile determined through the electron 
nuclei scattering experiments. Inside the nucleus we visualize the reaction as a 
two step process with the lepton interacting with individual nucleons producing 
single pions and the final nucleus. The production process is influenced by the 
Pauii principle and the Fermi-motion of the individual nucleons. In local density 
approximation the nucleons inside the nucleus of density p{r) are constrained to 
be within the Fermi sea and is therefore bounded by the local Fermi momentum 
fcF(r) = 2 \ r ^ . « (4.36) 
For the density profile we adopt the harmonic oscillator{H.O), form of density, 
normalized to the number of nucleons i.e., 
fd^fp{r) = A 
and is given as 
MOHO = P o ( l + c , ( i - ) ' ) « c p ( - ( i - ) ' ) (4.37) 
The density parameters for nuclei considered are tabulated in Table.1 [81]. 
However, the intermediate A produced in the medium have no restriction 
on their momentum, propagates in the medium and experiences all kind of self-
energy interactions. This lead to the decay of A particles through AN -^ NN 
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and A -> Nn channels in the nucleus. But both decay width and the mass of the 
intermediate A should get modified in the nuclear medium. The modification in 
the mass and width of A in the nuclear medium comes from the Pauli blocking 
of the nucleons produced in the decay processes of the A particles. This has 
been studied in detail in electromagnetic and strong interactions [80,81]. These 
modifications are parametrized by making density dependent changes in mass 
and decay width. 
First, the nucleons produced through the A decay inside the medium feels 
the binding effect due to all other nucleons in the nucleus, which is taken care by 
the real part of the A self-energy. This lead to the modification in the A mass 
( M A ) in the medium given by 
MA -^ MA = MA + ReE^ (4.38) 
The real part of the A-self energy is associated with the medium corrections and 
is approximated as [81] 
i?eEA = 40.0 (-^ J MeV (4.39) 
Next, the Pauli blocking of the nucleon state for the A decay leads to an energy 
dependent modification in the A decay width given as 
r -^ Te// = f - 2lmEA (4.40) 
where f is the Paul! blocked width of A in the nuclear medium and is give by 
r = L(fjll:[A"M^F^F{Er,E:,,K^) (4.41) 
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where p'^ m 'S the momentum of the nucleon in the final TTN center of mass frame 
and F ( £ F ) - E A , ^ A ) , the Pauli correction factor is written as [80-81] 
The imaginary part of the A-self energy is parametrized as [80] 
(4.42) 
-.mE. = C,(^)%C.(^)' + C. A3 
vPO, 
(4.43) 
and is determined mainly by the one pion interactions in the nuclear medium. This 
includes the two body, three body absorption and the quasi-elastic absorption 
contributions for the produced pions in the nucleus. 
The coefficients CQ,CA2,CA3 are parameterized in the range 80 < T^ < 
32QMeV, where T„ is the pion kinetic energy, as [80,81] 
C{T^) = ax"- -I- 6x -I- c, X = 
m. 
(4.44) 
where C stands for all the coefficients i.e. CQ,CAI-,CAZ,OL and ^ (7 = 2/3). The 
different coefficients used above are tabulated in Table.2.[81] 
Table.l-Density parameters for "^"^C^^ O 
Nucleus 
'^0{H.O) 
Cl 
1.692 
1.805 
C2 
1.082 
1.517 
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Table.2-Coefficients in calculation of C(T^) of equation(4.44) 
a 
b 
c 
Co(MeV) 
-5.19 
15.35 
2.06 
C^2(Mey) 
1.06 
-6.64 
22.66 
iCAziMeV) 
-13.46 
46.17 
-20.34 
cv 
0.382 
-1.322 
1.466 
11-
-0.038 
0.204 
0.613 
4.5 Pion Absorption 
Let us consider the scattering of pion of mass m and momentum p ( = hk) 
from the interaction potential V(r) . The scattering problem consists of solving 
the Schrodinger equation 
( v ' + k2)^ . ( r ) = 2mV-(r)V',(r) (4.45) 
with the condition that at large distances from the scattering center the wave 
function '0fc(r) takes the asymptotic form 
M^) ^ e'"' + f{9) (4.46) 
where f{9) is the scattering amplitude. 
In the high energy region, if the energy E of the incident particle is much larger 
than the interaction potential V{i.ey/E < 1) and the wavelength (i.e.A = k~^) 
associated with it is much smaller than the typical size 'a' of the interaction 
[i.e.ka » 1), we can write the wave function to be of the following form 
Mr) « e"'-' 5(r) (4.47) 
where p(r) is a slowly varying function of r and satisfies the condition that if k 
points along z-axis then ^(r) -> 1 as z -^ -oo . 
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Substituting Eq.(4.47) into eq.(4.45) with 
i k r . VHv) = e'^-^iik)g{T) + e^''-^V9ir) (4.48) 
and 
v V ( r ) = V • VV'(r) = -fc^ V-Cr) + 2ifce*>''y^Cr) + e*"-v'p(r) (4.49) 
and neglecting the v sW term, we have 
(4.50) 2iA:e*-'"V5(r) = 2mV(r)e*'"^(r) 
Taking k along the z-axis, one can write Eq.(4.50) as 
^ g{x, y, z') = exp [ - i £ ^ V(x, y, z')dz''^ (4.51) 
where v being the modulus of the particle's initial velocity v = k/m. Using 
Eq.(4.51) in Eq.(4.47) we have the approximate representation for the scattering 
wave function as 
V'(r) = exp ik. r - - r V{x, y, z')dz'] (4.52) 
V J-oo J 
Since the pion self energy n(r) is related to the equivalent pion optical potential 
V{T) as [81,122] 
n(r) = 2UJV{T) (4.53) 
where cj is the energy of the pion, then Eq.(4.52) becomes 
V'(r) = exp I (4.54) 
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where we have used |v| = |k|/a;. 
Now we have to take into account the pion absorption effects in the cross 
section. It is well known that the coherent cross section strongly depends upon 
the interaction of the produced pion with the nucleus called as final state inter-
action(FSI). This effect can be taken into account by replacing the plane wave of 
the outgoing pion described by the nucleon form factor F ( q - k^) in Eq.(4.33) 
by the distorted wave in the expression of the nucleon form factor using an this 
approximation. In this approximation the plane wave of the pion is replaced by 
the distorted v,^ ave as 
TOO 1 
„ i (q -k^ ) r 
exp 
•("-"•'•'-•I ^nW'-'"'" (4.55) 
(4.56) 
Therefore the nucleon form factor F (k — q) modifies to 
/
roo 1 
d3rp(r)e'(''-''')"- x exp -ij^ _ _ n ( p ( r ' ) ) d Z 
where n(p(r)) is the pion self energy as a function of the nuclear density given 
as [84] 
mn(r'W = , 
9 m^ 
4 f* r.M'^ ^ 
n(p(r'))  ^ ( — ) ' ^ q ' p G A h ( s , p ) (4.57) 
with 
|ql 
and GAh{s,p{T)) the A-hole propagator is given by 
1 
GAh{s,p{T)) = 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
^ / i - M A + i i r ( s , p(r)) - S A ( S , p(r)) 
where 1 is the absorption length of the pion in the nucleus. We have taken the 
non relativistic expression for G^h to describe the pion distortion. 
* * * 
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Chapter 5 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter we present the numerical results for the coherent photoproduction 
of pions from ^^C and the coherent neutrino production of pions induced by 
charged and neutral currents from ^^O. We also compare our results for coherent 
photoproduction of pions with the available experimental results. For neutrino 
production there are no experimental results in the energy region of our interest 
but these results are expected in near future for K2K neutrino energy spectrum. 
We discuss the implications of our result for K2K neutrino energy energies and 
other neutrino oscillation experiments in this energy region. 
5.1 Coherent Photoproduction of Pions 
The numerical results for ( ^ ) for coherent production of pions are cal-
culated using Eq.(4.25) where the coupling strengths as described in chapter.3 
(section.3.3) have been used. In Figure.(5.1) and Figure.(5.2), we show the 
contribution of various Feynman diagrams shown in Fig.(3.4) for photon en-
ergies of E^ = 250AfeV and E^ = 291MeV. It is seen that the dominant 
contribution comes from the direct A term (Dot-dashed Line). The contribu-
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tion of u) exchange is about 15% (Dotted Line). The relative importance of LO 
exchange diagram decreases with the increase of energy (compare Fig.5.1 and 
Fig.5.2). The contribution of other terms is negligibly small. In Figure.(5.3) 
and Figure.(5.4) we present the results for the nuclear medium effects at pho-
ton energies of E^ = 250MeV and E^ = 291MeV. This has been calculated 
using Eq.(4.28) with R C E A 3"^ ImJ^A modified in the medium according to 
Eq.(4.39) and Eq.(4.43). We see that there is a very strong reduction in ( ^ ) 
due to nuclear medium effects accompained by a small shift in the peak towards 
smaller angles at higher pion angles (> 60°) compared with the reduction at 
smaller angles. 
In Figure.(5.5) and Figure.(5.6) we show our final results for ( ^ ) including 
nuclear medium effect and pion absorption for photon energies of Ey = 2bOMeV 
and Ey = 29lMeV using Eq.(4.56) where we have also show the experimental 
results. 
We note that our results give an improvement over other theoretical results 
in the peak region of small angles. Our calculation, as well as other theoretical 
results fail to reproduce the experimental results for angular distribution in the 
. region of higher angles. This may be due to inadequacy of the Eikonal approxima-
tion at higher angles in our calculations as well as in the calculations of Carrasco 
[84]. The alternative method of distorted wave pion wave function calculated 
by solving the Klein-Gordon equation with an appropriate optical potential may 
give a better description. Such a calculation is presently under progress. 
5.2 Coherent Pion Production by Neutrinos 
In this section we present the numerical results for the coherent pion produc-
tion induced by neutral and charged weak currents. 
P^' '^S^ ..J^  
Ir^l: 
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5.2.1 Neutral Current Pion Production 
We have done the numerical calculation for the neutrino of energy JS^  = 
iGeV. In Figure.(5.7) we show the results of (i^ n.dgl'rfn ,) ^^ ^^i ^* 9o ~ 
{E^ — E,/) = SOOMeV using Eq.(4.31) with and without the nuclear medium 
effects. The medium effects have been taken through the ReJ^^ and Im^^ A 
modified in the medium according to Eq.(4.39) and Eq.(4.43). This leads to 
a strong reduction in [aiint^dn—) ^°^ "^ ^^'"^ o^ ^^q- We find that the 
reduction in the cross section by incorporating the nuclear medium effects is 
about 60% at O^g = 0° and increases with 6^q as it is about 90% at O^q = 50°. 
In Figure.(5.8) we show the results of {an^^^an,^)^^^ vs 0^, at go = 
SOOMeF using Eq.(4.31) with nuclear medium effects and the cross section 
when pion absorption effect is taken into account. This is done in the Eikonal 
approximation as discussed in chapter.4.using Eq.(4.56) for the modified form 
factor F(q —k,). There is a further reduction due to pion absorption which 
increases with O^g. This is about 70% at e„q = 0° and 90% at O^q = 30°. 
In Figure.(5.9) we show the results of ( j s ^ ^ ) _ vs 6^q at fixed E^^ = 
300MeV with and without the nuclear medium effect. Here the reduction in the 
cross section is approximately 50% in the range of 0° < 0„q < 20°. At O^q = 60°, 
this reduction is approximately 70%. 
In Figure.(5.10) we show the results of ( ^ j ^ ^ ) vs ^^, at fixed ET, = 
300MeV with nuclear medium effects and the cross section when pion absorption 
effect is taken into account, where the reduction due to pion absorption has the 
same trend as in Fig.{5.9) and it is about 60% at 0^, = 0°. 
In Figure.(5.11) we show the results of ( ^ j ^ ^ j . vs E„ at fixed 6„q — 0° 
with nuclear medium effect and the cross section when pion absorption effect is 
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taken into account. We find the reduction due to nuclear effects is approximately 
60% for E^ = SOOMeV and in the peak region {E^ = 7lOMeV with nuclear 
effects) it is about 59%. The reduction in the cross section decreases with 
increase in the pion energy, for example, it is about 40% and 35% at ET, = 
850MeV and E^ = 950MeV. respectively. 
In Figure.(5.12) we show the angular distribution (-^^g) vs 0^, with and 
without the nuclear medium effect and the cross section reduces uniformly with 
9^g as at 9^q = 0°,20°,40° and 50° it is about 10%, 15%, 30% and 40% 
respectively. 
In Figure.(5.13) we show the angular distribution (-j^g) vs ^^, with the 
nuclear effect and the pion absorption. In this the reduction in the cross section 
increases with ^^, as it is approximately 50% at &^, = 0° and it is larger at higher 
pion angles as about 90% at 0„q = 40°. 
In Figure.(5.14) we present the result of the momentum distribution (j^) 
vs PTT with and without the nuclear medium effect. We find that the reduction in 
the cross section increases with p^ and in the peak region (p^ = SlOMeV of the 
nuclear effects) it is about 60% then it starts decreasing, for example, it is about 
45%, 30% and 10% at p^ = 365Me7, p^ = 450Mey and p^ = 605MeV, 
respectively. 
In Figure.(5.15) we present the result of the momentum distribution ( ^ ) 
vs p„ including the medium effect and the pion absorption. Here we find the 
same trend in the reduction of the cross section as in Fig.(5.14) with the strong 
reduction in the peak region {p.„ = 365Mey of the nuclear effects) which is 
about 85%. 
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5.2.2 Charged Current Pion Production 
We have done the numerical calculation for the neutrino of energy E^ = 
iGeV. In Figure.(5.16) we show the results of f ^ ^ j ' ^ ^ ^ ^ j vs O^g at o^ = 
{E„ — Eyi) = SOOMeV using Eq.(4.31) with and without the nuclear medium 
effects. We find that the reduction in the cross section by incorporating the 
nuclear medium effects is approximately 60% at d^, = 0° and increases with d^, 
as it is about 90% at 0», = 50°. 
In Figure.(5.17) we show the results of (rfn,^^dn.e)c.c ^ ^ " ^* ^° ^ 
SOOMeV^ using Eq.(4.31) with nuclear medium effects and the cross section 
when pion absorption effect is taken into account using Eq.(4.56). There is a 
further reduction due to pion absorption which increases with 6^q as it is about 
70% at 0, , = 0° and 80% at 0,, = 20°. 
In Figure.(5.18) we show the results of ( ^ ^ ^ J vs ^o at fixed ^ , , = 0° 
with and without the nuclear medium effect. We find the reduction due to 
nuclear effects is approximately 60% for go = 250MeV and in the peak region 
{qo = 310MeV of the free) it is about 65%. The reduction in the cross section 
decreases with increase in QQ, for example, it is about 50% and 8% at go = 
350MeV and qo = 450MeF respectively after which both are same. 
In Figure.(5.19) we show the results of f^'^J^^ ) vs qo at 6j,q = 0° with 
nuclear medium effects and the cross section when pion absorption effect is taken 
into account. The reduction in the cross section increases with increase in qo, as 
it is about 40% and 50% at 50 = 200MeV and qo = 250MeV respectively. In 
the peak region {qo = 320MeV of the nuclear effects) there is strong reduction 
and it is about 85% then it starts decreasing accompained by the slight shift in 
the peak towards the smaller qo, for example, it is about 80%, 60% and 50% at 
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qo = 450MeV, 600MeV and 700MeV respectively. 
In Figure.(5.20) we present the result of ( ^ ) vs QQ with and without the 
nuclear medium effect, where the reduction due to the nuclear effects increases 
with Qo and in the peak region (go = 320MeV of the free)it is about 60% then 
decreases with increase in go-
In Figure.(5.21) we present the result of the momentum distribution ( ^ ) 
vs qo including the medium effect and the pion absorption. We find the strong 
reduction in the peak region {qo = SAOMeV of the nuclear effects) which is 
about 94% with the shift in the peak towards smaller QQ. 
The nuclear medium effects and the pion absorption effect in the various 
observables of pion spectrum like ( ^ , , l v j . ( s i f e r ) . ( & ) and ( ^ ) 
are similar to those described for the neutral current case and has not been shown 
here. 
5.3 Future Plan 
The pion production in weak processes is important for the neutrino oscillation 
experiments being done with atmospheric neutrinos and the accelarator neutrinos 
in the similar region such as at K2K [29]. it is desirable that the pion production 
cross sections for the coherent and incoherent pion production processes be folded 
with these neutrino spectra and definite predictions are made which can be used 
for analysing these experiments. In view of the topical importance of these 
calculations we plan to extend our present work to do the following. 
1. Calculate the (j^) and ( # ; ) for pion in the charged and neutral 
current reaction and obtain the energy averaged cross section corresponding to 
the K2K and atmospheric neutrino energy spectra. 
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2. Calculate the (y^^) and (^j for lepton in the charged current reactions 
and obtain the energy averaged cross section corresponding to the K2K and 
atmospheric neutrino energy spectra. 
3. Calculate the incoherent production of pions for charged and neutral 
current processes as a function of neutrino energy and obtain the energy averaged 
cross section corresponding to the K2K and atmospheric neutrino energy spectra. 
4. Calculate the incoherent production of leptons for charged current pro-
cesses as a function of neutrino energy and obtain the energy averaged cross 
section corresponding to the K2K and atmospheric neutrino energy spectra. 
5. Obtain the energy averaged cross section for incoherent charged and 
neutral current pion production and incoherent charged current lepton production 
corresponding to the K2K and atmospheric neutrino energy spectra. 
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Figure 5.1: ^ as a function of pion angle (0^) for coherent (7,7r°) in ^ ^C 
nucleus at photon energy E^ = 25QMeV. 
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Figure 5.2: ^ as a function of pion angle (9^) for coherent (7,7r°) in '^C 
nucleus at photon energy E^ = 291MeV. 
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Figure 5.3: ^ as a function of pion angle (9^) for coherent (7,7r°) in ^ ^C 
nucleus taking all the diagrams at photon energy E^ = 250MeV. Solid line 
and dotted line are with and without nuclear medium effects respectively. 
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Figure 5.4: ^ as a function of pion angle {9,,) for coherent (7,7r°) in ^^ C 
nucleus taking all the diagrams at photon energy E^ = 291MeV. Solid line 
and dotted line are with and without nuclear medium effects respectively. 
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Figure 5.5: Jf- as a function of pion angle {6„) for coherent (7,7r°) in ^^C 
nucleus taking all the diagrams showing the pion absorption at photon energy 
E^ = 250Mey. 
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Figure 5.6: ^ as a function of pion angle {9„) for coherent (7,7r°) in ^^C 
nucleus taking all the diagrams showing the pion absorption at photon energy 
Ey = 291MeV. 
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Figure 5.7: ^ fs^dn '^ ^^i ^°^ coherent neutral current pion production 
in ^^O nucleus at 90 = ZOOMeV, without nuclear medium effects (solid line) 
and with nuclear medium effects (dotted line). 
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Figure 5.8: dn^jg^^ ~ ^irq for coherent neutral current pion production in 
^^O nucleus at go = 300MeV, with medium effects without pion absorption 
(solid line) and with pion absorption (dotted line). 
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Figure 5.9: - . . ^ ^ ~ dn dE ' f^ 9 ^^^ coherent neutral current pion production in ^°0 
nucleus at E^f = 300MeV, without nuclear medium effects (solid line) and 
with nuclear medium effects (dotted line). 
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Figure 5.10: d^o dn^dE^ 6„q for coherent neutral current pion production in 
^^O nucleus at £„ = 300MeV, with medium effects without pion absorption 
(solid line) and with pion absorption (dotted line). 
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Figure 5.11: d^c JB^ O for coherent neutral current pion production in 
^^0 nucleus at ^^ g = 0°, with medium effects without pion absorption (solid 
line) and with pion absorption (dotted line). 
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Figure 5.12: The angular distribution i.e., d<7 ~ O-^a for coherent neutral 
current pion production in ^^O nucleus, without nuclear medium effects (solid 
line) and with nuclear medium effects (dotted line). 
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current pion production in ^^O nucleus, with medium effects without pion 
absorption (solid line) and with pion absorption (dotted line). 
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Figure 5.14: The momentum distribution i.e., ^ ~ Pir for coherent neutral dp« 
current pion production in ^^O nucleus, without nuclear medium effects (solid 
line) and with nuclear medium effects (dotted line). 
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Figure 5.18: d^c dCl^dEe qo for coherent charged current lepton production in 
^^O nucleus, without nuclear medium effects (solid line) and with nuclear 
medium effects (dotted line). 
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Figure 5.19: d c^ dUndEt QQ for coherent charged current lepton production in 
^^O nucleus, with medium effects without pion absorption (solid line) and 
with pion absorption (dotted line). 
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Figure 5.20: ^ ~ 9o for coherent charged current lepton production in ^^O dEt 
nucleus, without nuclear medium effects (solid line) and with nuclear medium 
effects (dotted line). 
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Figure 5.21: ^ ~ 9o for coherent charged current lepton production in ^°0 
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pion absorption (dotted line). 
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Appendix-A 
Differential Cross Section for Photoproduction 
and Weak pion production 
A. Photoproduction 
The differential cross section for photoproduction of pion from nucleon i.e for 
7(9) + Nip) -> 7r{k) + Nip') iA.l) 
can be written as 
In the lab frame (target at rest) i.e. |p| = 0 and Ep = M therefore from energy 
momentum relation 
IPI + |q| = Ip'l + |k| 
^ |q| = IP'I + lk| 
and 
Then 
Ep + E^ = Ep> + E^ ^ M + E^ = Ep> + E^ 
Ai\q\Ep + \p\E,)=4ME, {A.3) 
Integrating equation (A.2) over the final momentum of the nucleon and using 
equation (A.3), we find 
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Using the relation 
d l^kl = |k|2d|k|dQ,, = E^\k\dE,dn,, 
Eq.(A.4) becomes 
da 1 M |k| 
dE^ 6°{M + E^- Ep. - E^) dn^ 167r2 E-y Ep> 
Now integrating the delta function over ET^ by using the property 
[5/(x) 
dx 
jdx5\f{x)] 
where XQ is a solution of / ( x ) = 0. With 
f{Ep>) = M + E^-Ep--E^ 
we have 
Evaluating 
df{E,>) 
dE^ 
1 + 1 ^ with Ep> = M + E^-E, 
aEp' d 
dE, dE, 
E,\k\'~k-qE-, 
y|q|2 + |k|2-2|q||q|cos^, + M2 
We get 
df{Ej,) 
dE, 
^p'lkp 
{A.5) 
{AS) 
{A.7) 
|k|2 {Ep> +E,)-k- qE, |k|2 {M + E,)-k- qE„ 
Thus the differential cross section in the laboratory frame reduces to the following 
form 
da 1 M |kp 
dQ^ 167r2 E^ |k|2(M + E^) - k.qE^ Ei^P (yl.8) 
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In center of mass frame 
p* + q* = 0 = p'* 4- k* 
which means that 
|p1 = |q*l, |p'*l = |k1 (A9) 
Then 
A{\ci\Ej, + \p{E^) = A\ci*\{E, + E^) = 4|q*|^/i, (A.IO) 
where, y/s = W = Ep + E^, is the center of mass energy. 
Integrating equation (A.2) over the final momentum of the nucleon and using 
equation (A.IO), we find 
- ' I A/f|2 
647r2^£;^£;p,lq*| 
or 
^' I A/<|2 
^ = E'f^yL^ ,.\ Jk*mk*\dnj''{W-E^-E,) {A.ll) 
From the delta function, we have 
W = Ej^ + E^ = -y|k*|2 + M2 + ^|k*12 + ml 
On differentiating it with respect to |k*|, we get 
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Using this relation in equation (A.11), we find 
da 1 |k*i 
r,-^i;^,\^^^^^^n^ - E, - E,)Z\M\ 2 dQ^ 
Taking e^  common from Y,' \M\'^, we get the final expression of the differ-
ential cross section for photoproduction in center of mass frame 
B. Weak Production 
The differential cross section for weak pion production from nucleon i.e for 
l{l,)+N{p)^l'{l2)+N{p')+1T{k) 
can be written as 
{2n)^5'{q + p-p'-t) d% d V . ^^k 
(^.13) 
where 
q = li-l2 and q + p = p'+ k (AAA) 
In the lab frame (target at rest) i.e. lp| = 0 and Ep = M therefore from energy 
momentum relation 
|p| + lq| = |p'| + |k| 
=> |ql = IP'I + lk| (^-15) 
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Then 
4y(/i • ky - mjM^ = AMEi {A.IQ) 
Using eq.(A.16) and integrating over tlie final nucleon momentum the differential 
cross section reduces to 
Using the following relations 
d^h = \l2\'^d\h\dnw = Ef,dEvdnw (A.18) 
d^k = \KMK\dn., = E,\K\dEr,dn,, {A.19) 
we get 
d^a 
= l7^,^^^<iEi'S'{M+qo-E,-E.)±\M\' {A. 20) dVL^dE^dO^w 8 (27r)5 Ei Ep-
Now integrating the delta function over Ei> and using the property of delta 
function defined in Eq.(A.7) with 
f{Ep>) = M + qo- Ep> ~ E^ = M + El ~ El. - Ep> - E^ 
Then 
\df{E^) 
I dEi. 
Evaluating 
dE„. d 
dE^ 
= 1 + - ^ with Ep, = M + Ei-Ei.-Ep.-E^ 
dE^ 
di;" ai;;^/l'l'' "^  '^i' ~ ^'^'i^' '°'^'^' + ^' 
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dEp' _ |q| {Ell - EicosOii') - |k| (E// - Eicos9ii>)cos9.^g 
dEv Bp'lql 
then 
-1 df{Ep>) 
dEv 
Ev'H 
{Ep> + Ef - El cos 9ii') - ~ {El' - El cos 9ii') cos ^„, 
|q| (^ ^p' + £;,' - El cos ^ j/') - |k| {Ei> - Ei cos 9ii>) cos ^^ g^ 
Thus the differential cross section in the laboratory frame where pion has to be 
seen comes out to be in the following form 
dQ^dE^dQii, 8(27r)5 £ , ^ '' ^"^ 
| ^ (£ ; , -£;iCOS%)cos^., EIA^P (A21) 
In the above expression for the differential cross section the recoil of the nucleus 
has been considered. We have also calculated the differential cross section where 
the recoil of the nucleus has been neglected as given in equations (4.31,32 and 
33) of chapter.4 and we find that considering the recoil of the nucleus gives less 
than (3 - 4%) correction in the energy range which we have considered. 
Considering the neutral current process where pion has to be seen 
i^{lx) + N{p)-^v{h) + N{p') + n{k) 
the general form of the differential cross section will be given by the Eq.(A.13). 
Using the Eq.(A.16) and neglecting the recoil of the nucleus i.e. Ep> = M the 
differential cross section becomes 
8 (27r)^ E^E^ E^ 
Integrating over the final nucleon momentum the differential cross section reduces 
to 
da = l-^,-=^^d%d'k5'{qo + Po-Po-ko)i:\M\' (A22) 
8 (27r)^  E:,E^' ET, 
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As in case of the coherent reaction the energy transfer to the nucleus is directly 
taken away by the emitted pion i.e. q^ = Ei, — E^ = E.^, this implies 
9o + Po - Po - 0^ = 9o - 0^ {A.23) 
Using the following relations 
d^ la = |l2pd|l2|rffi././ = EldE^dn^^ (A.24) 
d^ k = |k,pd|k,|da,, = E^K\dE,dQ.,, (A.25) 
and Eq.(A.23) we get 
Finally integrating over Ev> we get the differential cross section for neutral current 
pion production as 
Similarly, the differential cross section for the charged current process where 
lepton has to be seen 
we have the expression 
Also 
d% = \\2\''d\h\d^^v = Ei,\l2\dEi.dQ^v {A.2S) 
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d^k = |k^pd|k,|dfi^, = E^\K\dE^dn^, {A.29) 
Using equations (A.23,28,29) we get 
Finally integrating over E.„ we get the differential cross section for charged current 
lepton production as 
If pion has to be seen in charged current process then we have 
and integrating over £';/ we get the differential cross section for charged current 
pion production as 
* * * 
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A p p e n d i x - B 
Relations between Isoscalar, Isovector, 
Dirac and Pauli Form Factors 
The isoscalar(S) and isovector(V) form factors of the nucleons are related 
with the Dirac and Pauli form factors by the following relations 
From this relation we find that 
F^ + Ff = 2Ff, F^ + Fi = 2F^ 
Ff - F^ = 2i^, Fi - F^ = 2F2" {B.2) 
The form factors defined in equation (3.61,62,63) are for the produrtion of the 
all charge states of pions. 
For 7r° production ( r , = r^) from the nucleons the factors defined in equation 
(3.64) become 
/ = x\nxi = I^, I- = 0 
Then the form factors of equation (3.61,62,63) for (7*p -4 7r°p) are written as 
/f = ^/°[Ff + Fn = /°Ff, /f = ll'lFi + F^] = PFt 
lu = \nFf+F^] = /"Ff, I^ = l^Fi+Fn = I'F^ (B.3) 
we find the relations for the reaction (7*71 -> 7r°n), 
I^ = b'[F^' + F^] = I'F^, I^ = i/°[F/ + Fn = I'F^ 
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Combining the above relations we find 
/f = / : = /°F2^ = xhxiF2", N = (p, n) (5.5) 
For sake of completeness we also write the form of the form factors for the 
charged pion production. 
For TT"*" production i.e. for 7*p —> TT'^TI reaction, we have 
I'= V2x\r_xi = r 7+ = 0 
using these relations, we obtain 
/ f - \nFr' + Fn = I-Ff = V2x\r_XiFr 
/f = \r[Fi + Fn = I-F^ = V2x\r_XiF^ 
/ f = \nF,' - Fn = I-F^ = V2x\T_XiF^ 
I. = \nFi - Fn = I-F^ = V2x\T.XiF^ (5.6) 
For 7r~ production i.e. for 7*n —> 7r~p reaction, we have 
using these relations, we obtain 
If = \l°[Fi' - F^ = I'F^ = V2x\r^XiF^ 
Is = \l°[Fi - FY] = I'F^ = V2x\r^X^F^ 
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I^ = \nFi + FT] = I'F^ = V2x\r^XiFi {B.7) 
From equations (B.6) and (B.7), we find 
If> = I^ = V2x\r:,XiF!' 
/f = / : = y/2x\r^XiF,'' (B.8) 
* * * 
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Appendix-C 
Matrix Element For Coherent Photoproduction 
and Weak production of Pions 
A. Photoproduction 
The matrix element for coherent pion photoproduction from the nuclei in 
s-channel and u-channel (Fig.3.4) processes are given by 
^ , i V _ ^QTTNN 
m 
E^r(p') 
T r 
i>+^ + M / ^Fl : 
\ ^ - /C + M 
m^ V ^ • LV ' • 2M "''*"' ; t i - M 2 
75/; 
ur(p)e^ (C.l) 
«,(p)e'^ (C.2) 
For the coherent process, we write the spinors in the rest frame of the nucleus 
in the following form 
Urip) 
^2M{E + M) 
Ur(0) 
u ,(p ' )=w,(0) p' + M 
yj2M{E' + M) 
1+70 
Thus, the matrix element for nucleon pole term in s-channel process becomes 
(C.S) 
[CA) 
(C.5) 
MN{S) = -Z~2:^r{Q)^^ro/^ ^ _ ^ 2 
m 7r r 
2M 
2M o-qu 
UrW 
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or 
Mr^{s) = 2MT^-^^^^-\-Tr [(1 + 7o)(i5'" + M)^,^{iy +A + M) 
m^ s-M^' 
F,^q')l^^'-^:^o-'^q. 
2M 
Similarly for u-channel nucleon pole term, 
MN{U) = 2MT ^9vNN 
m-r u — M^ 
rr[( l + 7o)(/'' + M) 
FriQ'h' + ^P-^'"'^-^] i^~^ + ^)75/^ 
where 
r = i i ^ ' ' 
^ ) .22M2M 
Using the standard trace techniques, we find the matrix element for electro and 
photo production of pions from s-channel and u-channel nucleon pole terms, 
where, A^ii = s,u) are given by. 
AN{S) = SJF ^dirNN 
AN{U) = %T 
and 
m„ s— M^ 
{p + q)^ + M' 
m^ r u — M^ 
(C.G) 
(C.S) 
The matrix element for coherent photo and electroproduction of pions in t-
channel processes (w- and /^exchange terms) are written as, 
Kyi t•^\ ^aVNNgVn-r 1 
m. f-ml?"'-^^'^ + irrr(^u0{k - q)^ 2M Urip) 
xie''^"^r,,{k-q)xqa 
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or 
M,v,^,,,it) = - 2 M ^ » ^ ^ T r [(1 + ^ „)(^' + M) ( ^ + ^ a „ , ( f e - ,),) 
we obtained the following form of the matrix element, 
Mvit) = MAv{t)u''^^''rj^kxq, 
where,^v(^) is given by. 
2M 
(C.9) 
Av{t) = 8J^ e(JV N N [IVir-, 1 
m. t - my. L 
Kv {2M-E, + E^) + ^{t-p.{k-q) 
+{E, - E,){E, - E, - M)}] (C.IO) 
In case of delta pole term in s-channel and u-channel processes, the matrix 
elements are given by 
eL 
M M = -^^^Y.^r{p')k''KxO''Ur{p)n,, 
m Tt r 
e / 
(C.11) 
(C.12) 
T r 
where, l^^x 'S the relativistic Rarita Schwinger delta propagator which is givv'in 
by, 
A . 
/ P + M A [ 1 
9aX - O7<T7A -
2 P , P A , Pclx-lcPx 
+ , ( a i 3 ) P^-Ml+ iTM^ Y"^ 3 ' " " " 3Ml • 3 M A 
and P, is the delta four momentum. O *^* is the effective 7 N A vertex given in 
Eq.(3.76). Using these in above equations, we find 
MM = 2MT -Tr[{l+jo){^' + M)k,{^ + M^)x 
1 
m^ s - Ml + iTM^, 
2P.Px ^ P.ix-laPx\ (CI ^CJ CI \ . , , 
V^. 
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m^ u — M^ + il M A 
Using the trace algebra, we find an expression of the matrix element for s-channel, 
and u-channel delta pole terms, 
M^{i = s,u) = MA/^{i = s, u)ie°''^%kxq^ (C.H) 
where, 
l{s + Ml + 2MMA) - ^ (l + ; ^ ) {Pk + P.q) + q.k + '^^ ^"^ 
3M2 
^ \ ^ D / , r,/ N I. k.qP'^-P'.kP'.q 
, (CIS) 
-(^^iifz)^^''-^' '^-^-'^ M2 {C.16) 
B. Weak Pion Production 
B. l Charged Current 
The matrix element for charged current weak pion production from the nuclei 
in case of delta pole term Fig.(3.6) in s-channel and u-channel processes are given 
by 
A^f-^^ = V ^ 4 cos 9c^-^^t: 5 : Ur{p')A'^'Ox^Ur{p)l'^ [C.U) 
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where we treat the A as a Rarita-Schwinger field and use the on shell form 
of the relativistic A-propagator A"^ ^ modified by a phenomenological constant 
width given as 
A.A = 
/P + MA 
g<T\ - o7a7A -
2P,PA , Palx-l.Px 
+ (C.19) 
and P, is the delta four momentum. OA^ is the effective weak A^A-vertex is 
written as 
QCC (jV (jV 
AP 
7 
+ 
/jA QA 
-j^iaxi. ^ - 9A7P) + ;^(SA/i9 • P' - g^p';,) + C^gx^. (C.20) 
Using the spinor representation in equation (C.3,4,5) and equation (C.19,20) we 
find 
^ ' 1 \ 
Tr {l+7o)(>+M)(^ ' + M ) t ; ( / ' + A / i ) | s " ^ - i 7 V -
( ^ ( ^ A ; . k - qxlt.) + -^{Qxt^g • P' - 9XPM) 1 7 ' + C^9x^ 
a T>\ ' 1 ^ ^ 2P''P^ p'^^^-YP 
3MA 
I'' 
where 
Using 
and 
/ll J \ \ 
\222M2M) 
(ii + M)(H- 70) = (M70 + M)(l + 7o) = 2M(1 + 7o) 
2M(1 + 70) = 2M [\ + ; ^ ) = 2(i) + M) 
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we get 
' V2 m^ P2 - M A ' + IMAT, 
and 
Tr 
F2_MA2 + iMAr, 
cr (PA/X y^  - 9A7^) + ^{9x^1 • P' - 9APy 1 7^ 
+C5^PAM }xjt.-l 
Using the trace algebra, we find the expression of the matrix element for 
s-channel and u-channel delta pole terms, here we have given only the C^{Q'^) 
term of matrix element square because we find the negligible contribution from 
the vector part of matrix element. The expressions for the matrix element square 
is given in Eq.(4.12) and Eq.(4.17). 
B.2 Neutral Current 
The matrix element for neutral current weak pion production from the nuclei 
in case of delta pole term Fig.(3.6) in s-channel and u-channel processes are 
given by 
V2 m^ V 
(C.21) 
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where we treat the A as a Rarita-Schwinger field and use the on shell form 
of the relativistic A-propagator A*^ ^ modified by a phenomenological constant 
width given in Eq.(C.19) and OA^ the effective weak iVA-vertex in case of neutral 
current is written as 
QNC _ rl = l 
QV QV 
M M2' 7-^  
+i 1=1 
(jA QA 
^ {gxn h - QMn) + TH^dxnq • p' - qxp'^) + c^gx^ ((7.23) 
Using the spinor representation in equation (C.3,4,5) and equation (C.19,23) we 
find 
^ ' \ \ 
\2 m. 
Tr (l + 7o)(^ + M)(i»' + MK(/P ' + MA) 
X 
k-5 
2p<TpA (r^,X 
__ a X ^^ ^ P"! 7 rpA 
3M. 
X Ur^ ( ^{5A. k - gxl,) + ^{9x,q • P' - qxp'S) 7 ' + ^ ^ ' Q ^ A J P 
and 
Mt'""" = 2 A / ^ : ^ G ^ ^ ( V 2 m^ \ X 
Tr 
P2 _ MA'' + IMAF^ 
+^(^A.g • P - qxpM y + ri C, 5A.| |*A - 3/7A - ^ ^ ^ + 3 ^ ^ 
* • * 
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